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ABSTRACT 

The results of the first complete tests of the Optical Sciences Center 

digital image processing facility are reported. The instrumentation for dig- 

itizing film transparencies is operating well enough to provide suitable in- 

puts to the computer program IMPR(C, which processes (restores) the degraded 

image. Some manual correction of the digital data is required (mainly for 

missing digits) before IMPROC can be used. Although IMPROC will be expanded 

and modified during future research efforts, the debugging of its present 

form is essentially completed. First attempts at restoration of a defocused 

image show contrast enhancement and edge sharpening. Current techniques for 

displaying the processed images, however, are slow and have a limited gray 

scale. The best technique to date, which uses the computer's plotter to pro- 

duce nine distinguishable gray levels, requires 1 hour to produce a 100 x100 

matrix of points. A CRT film display device, driven by a digital computer, 

is being developed to solve this problem. Current and future research efforts 

are described. 

DESCRIPTOR: Image processing 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The experimental program on digital image processing at the Optical 

Sciences Center was initiated some time ago to guide and test parallel the- 

oretical studies on optimum methods of processing images.1 The experimental 

program also complements current efforts in image restoration by noncoherent 

analog techniques.2,3 Together these investigations are intended to pro- 

vide at least partial answers to several basic questions: What images can 

be improved by processing? How much improvement can be expected? What 

technique should be used? What role is played by the psychophysical aspect, 

in retrieving photographic information? 

Image processing is today primarily an empirical science. Broad the- 

oretical guidelines have been laid out, but the results of a given experiment 

are often unpredictable. Thus, experimentation using actual photos and sub- 

jective human observation is needed. Perhaps reliable answers to the ques- 

tions posed above will be provided by these experiments. 

The experimental program has now progressed to a point where a de- 

tailed review of past and current efforts is appropriate. Accordingly, 

this report has been prepared. It includes descriptions of the operation 

and logical functions of the hardware and software systems now in use, as 

well as certain presently contemplated modifications and additions to these 

systems capabilities. (The use of the terms hardware and software in this 

connection is not fortuitous. They are borrowed from the terminology of the 

digital computer industry, which is very much a part of any research capa- 

bility in digital image processing.) In this report, software shall refer 

to all computer programs needed to read, write,and process pictorial data. 

1 See the following Optical Sciences Center Technical Reports by B. R. Frieden: 

Technical Report 18, "Band- unlimited reconstruction of optical objects 
and spectral sources," 25 pp., June 1967. 

Technical Report 23, "Optimum, non - linear processing of noisy images," 
40 pp., Mar. 1968. 

2 See Optical Sciences Center Technical Report 33, J. J. Burke and J. G. 

Thunen, "Progress in analog image processing," 16 pp., Sept. 1968. 

3 See Optical Sciences Center Technical Report 47, W. Swindell, "Progress 
in analog image processing, 1969," 27 pp., 15 Nov. 1969. 
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Hardware refers to the mechanical and electro- optical systems needed to scan 

and digitize film transparencies, and to pictorially display the processed 

images. 

It should be understood at the outset that this is not primarily a re- 

port of research results. While we have learned much about the hardware and 

software capabilities required to conduct meaningful research in image resto- 

ration, we have just now reached the stage of our systems development where 

we can begin such research. Our first efforts of this nature are described 

in the text. They should perhaps be considered more as tests of the hardware 

and software systems than as experiments in themselves, for they have been de- 

signed and used to debug the computer routines as well as to test our scanning 

and display devices and techniques. The results of these tests are fully dis- 

cussed in Chapter IV. 

This report begins with a description of the hardware now in use for 

digitizing film transparencies and for pictorially displaying digital images. 

A single piece of machinery, called the digital image analyzer, was originally 

designed to accomplish both of these functions and is currently being used for 

both. However, because it is too slow and inaccurate to give timely, reliable 

pictorial displays, we have used several other display techniques as temporary 

measures. We await additional hardware that will provide a computer -controlled 

CRT display. Our experiences with these devices and techniques for scanning 

and display, together with descriptions of planned modifications, are included 

in Chapter II. 

The basic tool of digital image processing research is the computer pro- 

gram. This takes the array of digitized transmission values and transforms 

it into a second array that, together with a display technique, yields a re- 

stored picture. A Fortran program called IMPROC serves this function at the 

Optical Sciences Center. IMPROC is essentially an executive program capable 

of directing the application of various techniques to the task of digital im- 

age improvement. The investigator chooses particular techniques by assigning 

values to certain "keys" entered as data to the program. Each value usually 

represents a particular subroutine, as described in Chapter III. The list of 

subroutines available will grow as research progresses further. 

A small amount of systems programming will be required to effect the 

computer- driven CRT display. This is also described in Chapter III. 

In Chapter IV we describe our first experiments with a defocused image 

of a binary object, a white letter "R" on a gray background. Reproductions 
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of the original object and its degraded image are compared with pictorial dis- 

plays of the sampled forms of each as obtained with the digital image scanner 

and other display techniques. These images are compared with digitally pro- 

cessed images resulting from the use of various restoring techniques. These 

processed images show a wide range of quality. The best restorations seem 

to be limited in quality only by phase shifts from line to line resulting 

from imperfect collection of the original image data. 

In Chapter V we discuss those problem areas requiring attention in the 

immediate future as well as long range research plans for our digital image 

processing program. 

This report is intended to be sufficiently comprehensive so that anyone 

wishing to do an experiment in image processing at the Optical Sciences Center 

can use this document to become familiar with the logic and operation of the 

systems as they exist today. To this end we have included a set of directions 

for operating both the hardware and software systems. 
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II. INSTRUMENTATION 

This chapter is devoted to descriptions of the current hardware sys- 

tems, their test results, and planned modifications. The "digital image an- 

alyzer" is designed to record on magnetic tape the local transmission of a 

photographic transparency at a rectangular matrix of points, or to similarly 

expose a photographic plate according to data read from magnetic tape. 

The digital image analyzer 

The system consists of relatively self -contained subassemblies that 

provide maximum flexibility and ease of operation for the investigation of 

many specific programs. Characteristics of the analyzer are tabulated below. 

Chatac.tetc,wst.í.c4 díg,í.ta.2 ,image anagzen 

Parameter 

Total usable scanned 
area 

Scanning spot spacing 

Selected aperture sizes 

Scanned points per axis 

Dwell time per scanned 
point 

Exposure time 

Record light source 

Playback light source 

Phototube 

Recorder data rate 

Recorder format 

Tape size 

Description 

Any rectangle or square 
with 2 -in. -max sides 

3.17 pm minimum 

100 nm round, 200 nm sq., 
400 nm sq., 800 nm sq. 

i to 999 

Approximately 100 ms, min 

4 ms to 4 sec, 1000:1 range 

GE ribbon filament type 
18A /T10 /IP -6V with SR -8 
filament 

Sylvania electroluminescent 
panel 

RCA type 8645 

200 characters per inch 

7 channel IBM compatible 

0.0015 in. thick, ? in. 

wide, 1200 ft. max 

Remarks 

Limited by screw pitch 

Easily changed 

Independently selectable 

Limited by DVM cycle time 

Adjustable limits via var- 
iable frequency standard 

S -20 photocathode 

8421 BCD code 
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The instrument consists of two sections: the plate scanner (microden- 

sitometer) and the electronics. The design philosophy was to use off -the- 

shelf components in order to simplify the construction. 

Plate scanner.- -The plate scanner (Fig. 1, next page) consists of a 

two -degree -of- freedom plate carriage, a stabilized tungsten light source, 

x and y axis driving motors, plate- viewing eyepiece, phototube, beam - forming 

optics, and an electroluminescent panel (EP). From the tungsten light source, 

light passes through an optical system and focuses on the selective aperture 

unit. The light then passes to a 45° mirror and is reflected to a microscope 

objective that forms an image of the aperture on the film plate being pro- 

cessed. The film is carried on an x -y axis carriage driven by two Slo -Syn 

synchronous stepping motors. The image on the film plate is focused through 

a 10X, 16 -mm (N.A. = 0.25) microscope objective. When the 45° mirror is ro- 

tated out of the light path, the image is viewed directly by the eyepiece. 

With the mirror in normal position, the light is reflected to the phototube. 

The resulting phototube signal is digitally encoded and recorded on magnetic 

tape for computer processing. 

The processed data tape from the computer is used with the same equip- 

ment, operated in its playback mode. During playback, unexposed film is 

mounted in the carriage and the carriage is moved by the motors according to 

the preset motor indexer and control panel settings. After each data point 

has been exposed, the carriage automatically steps to the next point. Film 

exposure is controlled by time -gating an electroluminescent panel. Commands 

from the tape adjust the exposure time. 

The largest area to be scanned is limited to a rectangle or square with 

a maximum dimension of 2 in. on a side. The scanned area is determined by 

the number of samples, which are preset on the control panel, and by the 

sample spacing, which is determined by the number of motor pulses set on the 

preset motor indexer and the micrometer pitch. The relationship of motor 

indexer setting to carriage motion is 200 pulses per motor revolution, where 

one motor revolution moves the carriage 0.025 in. or 635 pm. The table on 

the top of page 7 gives the conversions for sample spacing(s) vs motor pulses. 

Sx and Sy represent the sample spacings along the two respective axes. 

The number of samples along the x axis is nx, and the number of samples 

along the y axis is ny. Both nx and ny are variable from 001 to 999. The 

total number of sample points, nt, in a given scanned area is nxny, and this 

is determined by the preset thumbwheel switches on the control panel. 
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Fig. lb. A a.tu.a,e p.ea,te 

d canneti. 

Fig. la. Cutaway view 
a ó the p-2a,te 
b ca.nneti. 
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ConveAv5iows Vtom moton pu,Pzez to ccuvuLag2 mot-Lon 

Motor 
indexer 
setting 

Sx and Sy 

Inches pm 

1 .000125 3.175 
2 .000250 6.350 
3 .000375 9.525 
4 .000500 12.700 
5 .000625 15.875 
6 .000750 19.050 
7 .000875 22.225 

8 .001000 25.400 
9 .001125 28.575 
10 .00125 31.750 
20 .00250 63.500 
30 .00375 95.525 
40 .00500 127.00 
50 .00625 158.75 
60 .00750 190.50 
70 .00875 222.25 
80 .01000 254.00 
90 .01125 285.75 

100 .0125 317.5 
200 .025 635.0 
400 .050 1270.0 
500 .0625 1587.5 

1000 .125 3175.0 

Electronics.- -The electronics section of the digital image analyzer is 

shown in Fig. 2 (next page). Fig. 3 is the control flow diagram. 

Standard modules made by Engineered Electronics Company are used for 

the logic. The flip -flops, one -shots, relay drivers, etc., are all in the 

centrally- located control panel. Power is supplied via the +5 V power sup- 

ply in the electronics rack. The +15 and -12 V dual power supply is also in 

the control panel. 

The phototube anode is connected to a fixed gain shunt feedback preamp- 

lifier. The current input to voltage output for the connection is 200 mV /pA. 

The preamp output voltage is connected to the DVM and is scaled from 0 to 10 

V. The 10 -line decimal output from the DVM is converted to 8421 binary coded 

decimal (BCD) characters in the output control (OC). The signal from the OC 

is recorded on 2 -in. magnetic tape by a 7- channel Kennedy incremental tape 

recorder, which is IBM compatible. 
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OUTPUT CONTROL 

DIGITAL TAPE RECORDER 

DIGITAL VOLTMETER 

PRESET COUNTER 

CONTROL PANEL & CONTROL LOGIC 

MOTOR INDEXER 

VARIABLE CLOCK 

+5V POWER SUPPLY 

PMT H.V. POWER SUPPLY 

BLOWER 

TUNGSTEN LAMP POWER SUPPLY 

F.L. g 2. D.i.g.í.taR. -image ann.eyzeA. etecfiAon.Lca. 
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TAPE -i a 
SHIFT 

NO 

START 
CLOCK 

EP 
DRIVE ON 

COUNT = 

PRESET ? 

EP 
DRIVE OFF 

START 

PLAYBACK .) 
I RECORD 

SAMPLE 
DVM 

SAMPLED 

DRIVE Y 

DTFITETT P 

YES 

INCR'T 
Y COUNT 

YES REVERSE 
Y 

CLEAR 
Y -COUNT 

NO 

COUNT X > 

YES 
IINCR'T 

1 
X -COUNT 

DRIVE X 

Fig. 3. Cavi-tut gow dt.a.gnam 6atc digita image ana.2yzet. 

STOP I 

9 
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The sequence of events in recording 

A start command is initiated by depressing the start push button, which 

causes the DVM to encode the PMT voltage output at point P1(xl,Y1). When 

the DVM completes the encoding, an "encode complete" command is sent to the 

output control (OC). Upon receipt of the encode complete command, the OC 

converts the DVM 10 -line decimal data output into a 7- character BCD (8421) 

code, which causes the tape recorder to write the information on the tape. 

When the tape recorder has written all 7 characters, the OC sends to the con- 

trol logic a "print complete" pulse that is routed to the preset motor in- 

dexer. The x -y plate carriage then indexes to the next sample point, P2(xl,Y2), 

where the sample spacing has been preset on the indexer. When the indexing 

is complete, the next DVM encode command is generated, which starts the whole 

sequence over. 

The procedure is repeated and the carriage is moved again until the 

number of points sampled equals the number of preset points, or until yn = 

ny. The x -axis motor indexer is then advanced to line x2, and the y axis 

is recycled back to yl. This process is repeated for lines x2 through xn. 

When xn =nx (where nx is the x sample preset), the film plate has been com- 

pletely scanned and the recording process is complete; the instrument stops 

For maximum flexibility in the instrument, nx, ny, sx, and sy are indepen- 

dently variable. 

The sequence of events in playback 

A start command is initiated as in record mode. This command generates 

a read step command that is routed to the tape recorder read step input; the 

tape recorder steps to the first character on the tape. The processed com- 

puter data are in a different format than record in order to simplify the 

logic requirements. The data are transformed by the computer from a 5 -digit 

voltage measurement to a 3 -digit number (coded in 8421 BCD) that represents 

intensity levels over the range from 001 to 999. An example is *123 *127 *456, 

etc. The first character read is an asterisk that acts as a synchronizing 

and reset pulse. 

As the recorder encounters data, a clock pulse is generated and re- 

turned to the control logic for later use. The first character encountered 

is the asterisk (BCD 84B). The next is the most significant digit (MSD), the 

third is the middle digit, and the fourth is the least significant digit (LSD). 

Thus the recorder requires four step pulses to read the data for one sample 
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point. After the asterisk resets the logic, the MSD data are read and stored 

in register No. 1. Again the clock pulse is delayed and used to step the re- 

corder to the next digit, which is stored in register No. 2. The fourth 

step pulse is applied to the record as before, which steps to the third digit 

(LSD). 

The output from the storage registers connects to relays that in turn 

connect to the remote preset input of a preset electronic counter. The data 

from the LSD connect directly to a third set of relays. A total of 12 relays 

is used to transfer the data in parallel form to the counter. When all the 

data are transferred, the counter starts counting the oscillations of a var- 

iable frequency clock set to approximately 20 kHz. 

When the counter reaches the preset count, the counter stops counting 

and generates a step pulse for the motor indexer. When the indexing is com- 

plete, a command is generated and routed to the tape recorder. The recorder 

then steps to the next character, which is an asterisk that precedes the sub- 

sequent three digits. During the period when the counter is counting, the 

EP light source is turned on, exposing the film for the time determined by 

the three -digit number. By using the variable frequency standard, virtually 

any length of exposure time can be accommodated. 

Operation procedures for plate scanning 

Scanner start procedure. --To sample readings without scanning (to 

check stability or to set up full -scale voltage), these steps are taken: 

(1) Turn on main power switch on DVM. 

(2) Turn on lamp power supply. 

(3) Turn on PMT power supply and allow to warm up for at least 2 min. 
Leave high voltage off during warmup. 

(4) Turn on recorder. Switch is inside glass door. (Turn recorder 
off when loading or unloading tape.) 

(5) Set inhibit switch on control panel to INHIBIT. 

(6) Set output control to MANUAL (otherwise the recorder will record 
the sample readings). 

(7) Turn the sample knob to about 3 o'clock on the DVM. It will start 
to sample. DVM reads 8.888 between samples. 
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Setup procedure for scanning 

(1) Follow steps 1 to 5 above. 

(2) Set output control to AUTO. 

(3) Set x and y counters to desired number of samples. (The y axis 
is perpendicular to the optical axis of the scanner.) 

(4) Set the carriage to the desired position by using the X and Y 
direction knobs and the RUN push buttons on the motor indexer. Be 

sure to set the Y carriage motor to EXT and the X motor to either 
plus or minus, depending on the direction desired after the car- 
riage has been set. Do not let the carriage drive past its limit. 

Do not reset the carriage by hand. 

(5) Set sample spacing on preset indexer unit. The smallest incre- 
ment is 3.17 pm (0.00125 in.) and can be set in increments of 3.17 
pm if desired. 

(6) Set the motor speed to 4. 

(7) Select the proper aperture and objective for the scanner itself. 
Apertures of 100 pm (round), 200 pm (sq.), and 800 pm (sq.) are 
available. Objectives of 4X and l0X are available. The botton ob- 
jective focuses the aperture, and the centering thumb screws are 
used to center the aperture on the cross hairs. 

(8) Focus the upper objective on the film emulsion. 

(9) Position the viewing lever to the nonview position so that the 
light can pass into the PMT. 

(10) Set counter to TOTALIZE START. 

(11) Turn switch at back of main control unit to RECORD. 

(12) Connect a coaxial cable between the A input on the preset counter 
and the X count output on the control panel. 

(13) Clear all counters. 

(a) Push the COUNTER RESET button inside the output control unit. 

(b) Push the WRITE ENABLE button inside the output control unit. 

(c) Push the X CLEAR and Y CLEAR buttons. 

(d) Reset the electronic counter. 

(e) Push the RETRACE RESET button. 

(14) Set the sampling knob to HOLD on the DVM. If the sample control 
is not set on hold, the DVM will sample at a predetermined rate in 
addition to the rate controlled by the control logic. 



(15) Turn inhibit switch to UNINHIBITED (up). It should start scan- 
ning; if it does not, press the START button. 

(16) If the scanner stops after 60 samples have been taken, push the 
WRITE ENABLE button inside the output control unit again. 

Total system. --Figs. 4 and 5, on the next page, are logic schematics 

of the record and playback modes, respectively. 

The component equipment is listed below. 

Digd.ta,2 image anat2yzetc equipment 

Equipment 

Tape recorder 

Output control 

Digital voltmeter 

Motor indexer 

Variable frequency standard 

Power supply 

High voltage power supply 

Lamp power supply 

Counter (preset) 

Dual power supply 

Stepper motors 

Electronics 

Thumb switches 

Electroluminescent panel 

Manufacturer 

Kennedy 

Honeywell 

Honeywell 

Slo -Syn 

Anadex 

Deltron 

Power Designs 

Sorenson 

Hewlett -Packard 

Power Designs 

Slo -Syn 

EECO 

EECO 

Slyvania 

Model number 

1400IR 

825E 

620 

2SP- 1800 -3 

CU -2R 

Series L 

2K -10 

QSB6 -30 

5214L 

UPM -11 

SS25 -1001 

as required 

27S 

Nite Light 

13 
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Test results -- current status 

The experiment with the defocused letter "R" (described in Chap. IV), 

indicated that the plate scanner and tape recorder were quite frequently out 

of sync during the digitizing of images. We therefore initiated a sequence 

of test scans of step -wedge transparencies to determine the nature and fre- 

quency of the errors and to make the necessary changes to correct them. The 

results of these and other tests are described below. 

Sync errors -- pictorial distortions.- -The digital image analyzer does 

not contain any self - checking logic to keep its various components in syn- 

chronism. Thus, a noise pulse received by one component can leave it one 

sample point ahead of the others. This results in pictorial distortions. 

Though many of these were present in the scan of the defocused "R," they have 

now been reduced to an approximate rate of 1 in 50,000 sample points. This 

rate is quite acceptable for our present restoration experiments. As de- 

scribed in thefollowing section, we are currently designing interface logic 

that will place the control of the recording operation with the digital com- 

puter. This should eliminate all sync errors. 

Parity errors on magnetic tape. - -Our test scans of step -wedge transpar- 

encies indicate that the Kennedy recorder generates at least one parity er- 

ror in 25% of its records (60 samples per record). No data errors could be 

found, however, in a detailed examination of the most recent scans. These 

included 5000 sample points, corresponding to 15,000 significant decimal 

digits. We therefore conclude that the parity errors arise in the parity 

bit generating circuitry in the recorder. They do not represent errors in 

our experiments. 

Mechanical accuracy of plate scanner.- -Fig. 6 shows an enlarged 35 x 40 

matrix of square spots (80 pm x 80 um), spaced at 0.00625 in. (158 um). This 

matrix was generated by the digital image analyzer operating in playback 

mode, driven automatically by the tape recorder. The electroluminescent 

panel was gated for the same period of time at each sample point. It is 

Fig. 4 (top). Schematic o6 necond mode togíc. 

Fig. 5 (bottom). Schematic o6 ptaybacz mode toglie. 
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Operational problems and solutions 

We are currently working on modifications to both playback and record 

systems. The need for changes, as well as the changes themselves, is dis- 

cussed below. 

Playback mode. --One operational problem associated with the digital im- 

age analyzer is the extended period of time required for playback. The dwell 

time per sample, or the time spent exposing a sample point, is limited pri- 

marily by the speed of the stepping motor. The stepping motor is not a fast 

device; it has an inherent maximum speed limitation of 72 rpm, or about 240 

pulses per sec. To move 200 pm, about 70 pulses are required. The motor is 

not run at top speed because of the possibility of slipping a pole. Pulse 

delays in the control logic and the exposure time itself all add to the dwell 

time. Additionally, the plate carriage must retrace to the beginning of the 

y scan, and this also takes time. When all these times are added up, an 80 

x 80 matrix of 200 -pm sample size requires an average time per line of 115 

sec, or approximately 2 hr total time spent in playing back the new image. 

By reducing the aperture to 80 um, the time per line can be reduced to an 

average of 45 sec per line, but this is still much too long. 

Another operational problem is that the data format recorded on mag- 

netic tape is totally different from the format for playback. Therefore, in 

order to obtain a pictorial display of the recorded data, it is now neces- 

sary to have the tape reformatted by the CDC 6400. It would be much more 

desirable if the system could read its own recordings. We could then ascer- 

tain the quality of a recording immediately and thus ensure that the input 

image to our digital restoration programs was an accurate representation of 

the transparency that was scanned. 

A solution to both problems is to use a newly acquired Hewlett -Packard 

2115A computer to control the playback mode. The playback can be controlled 

by connecting the recorder to the computer and programming the computer to 

read the data from the tape in continuous read mode (30 in. per sec). In 

this mode, the data from 10,000 points could be read in approximately 2.5 min. 

A digital -to- analog converter (DAC) has been ordered for the computer, which 

will supply x and y analog position voltages to a CRT oscilloscope. The in- 

tensity data will be converted to time by using a gate on a 500 -kHz clock con- 

nected to the CRT to vary the exposure time. The computer would control the 

gate from the digital intensity data. 
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Using the computer in this manner would solve the time -per -playback 

problem as well as the data - format problems. The recorded data could be 

played back immediately, and the computer would solve the problems of op- 

erating the tape recorder in incremental read mode. 

Record mode. --We are currently designing a hardware interface between 

the HP2115A computer, the Honeywell Output Control (which controls the writ- 

ing of the DVM digits onto the Kennedy tape recorder), and the Slo -Syn in- 

dexer. This interface design, which is simple logically, is essentially 

complete. It will put the image- digitizing operation under computer control. 

The software drivers are now being written. This system will eliminate all 

sync errors in scanning. It will also give us the capability of program - 

able scanning, eliminating the necessity of reformatting the data before in- 

putting it to the CDC 6400. 
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III. COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

The digitized image obtained from the scanner goes through several lev- 

els of data manipulation in the course of a single experiment. 

Before being entered as data to IMPROC, the digitized image must be 

tested and reformatted by two preliminary programs. The first finds and cor- 

rects (by using the average of the values at adjacent image points) the occa- 

sional data errors generated by the scanner's tape recorder. It also prints 

out a digital version of the scan, each sample point being represented by the 

integer from 0 to 9 that best fits the measured voltage at that point. This 

printer display permits easy detection of lateral shifts in the scanned image 

that are caused by improper counting. Such shifts are corrected by the sec- 

ond preliminary program, which also reorders the data from the original large 

matrix into a set of smaller square matrices as required by program IMPRIC. 

The need for reordering is a consequence of our decision not to limit the 

size of the scanned array by the size of the available computer memory. Cur- 

rently we can generate an image array of up to 1000 x1000 sampled points. 

This very large matrix is presently rearranged into a collection of 16 x16 

square arrays, although a general L XL array is permitted (L a power of 2). 

Program IMPROC takes these elementary square arrays four at a time into 

the computer's high -speed memory. Thus the basic processing unit is a 32 x32 

image matrix. IMPROC forms successive 32 x32 matrices, performs the Fourier 

transform, applies a selected processing technique, then performs the inverse 

Fourier transform. Only the interior 16 x16 elements of each 32 x32 processed 

array are retained for final display. Finally, these 16 x16 element arrays 

are joined together by the computer logic to form one continuous restoration. 

Because only the interior 16 x16 elements of each processed array are 

retained, the final restoration has a margin of 16 points, in both directions, 

that is not restored. For example, in the tests to be discussed in Chapter 

IV, a 96 x96 element image was generated by the scanner. The processed image 

was 80 x80 elements. Hence, in any use of the digital processor, object de- 

tails of interest to the user must be positioned at more than 16 points from 

any edge. 

After program IMPROC has processed the data, another program, called 

TAPEOUT, proceeds (without operator intervention) to reformat the 16 x16 ar- 

rays from IMPROC into the larger array corresponding to the full scanned im- 

age. TAPEOUT then generates three kinds of output: 
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(1) A "number version" of the restored image, printed by the computer 
printer. Final exposure values are printed as numbers from 1 to 99. 

(If desired, these can later be color -coded by hand to yield, by photog- 
raphy, a fairly good gray scale display.) 

(2) A magnetic tape containing two records: the first, a digitized ver- 
sion of the image in a form suitable for driving the digital analyzer 
display system; the second, a general digitized version of the pro- 
cessed image that can be used to prepare specially coded versions ap- 
propriate to any present or future display or diagnostic technique. 

(3) A magnetic tape containing a form of the processed image that, 
when entered as data to the standard Cal Comp plotter driver at the 
computer center, will result in the plotter -generated displays dis- 
cussed above. To generate this tape, program TAPEOUT uses a special 
subroutine SHADY, written at the Optical Sciences Center specifically 
for this application. 

The above should suffice as a general description of the software. 

For the potential user, we include below a specific description of IMPROC 

in terms of the input deck that must be prepared to use it. A listing of 

the program is also given. 

How to run IMPROC 

In this section and those that follow we provide the necessary informa- 

tion for a run of IMPROC. IMPROC is on a library tape at the computer center, 

so that only header cards and data cards are submitted for a run. We now 

define all input variables, describe the program options (defined by the KEY 

parameter), show the order of data required for each option, provide a Fortran 

listing of the entire deck, and describe the required input and output tapes. 

The pink header card.- -The top card on the deck is required by our com- 

puter center to inform them of the tapes and other special input /output modes 

required. Below is a layout of the pink card and its required content for a 

run of IMPRO¢. 

BN JOB NAME TAPE NAME LFN RING STATUS 

9700123H Smith tape 5 5313 out 
(user's name tape 10,Lo,x 5610 in 
in 5 digits) tape 7 plotter tape in 

oldpl 5735 in 

Required tapes.- -The required tapes, listed on the pink header card, 

are Numbers S, 10, 7, and oldpl. 
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Tape 5 is the input tape. It holds the image data from the digital 

scanner. The image data are voltage values from a line -by -line scan of the 

degraded image. IMPROC assumes that the first L2 items on the tape corre- 

spond to an L xL element scan of the degrading point spread function (psf). 

(The only exception to this rule occurs when the optical -photographic trans- 

fer function is entered on cards, as noted below.) L is computed from an 

input parameter (MPWR) in the data deck. Following these numbers are those 

of the image. The image array must be rectangular with sides that are mul- 

tiples of L. For example, the letter "R" of this report was a 96 x96 ele- 

ment array. 

Tape 10 is the output tape. It contains the final, processed image in 

the form of numbers from 1 to 99 (usually). Two "copies" of the image are 

actually written: First the image is written in the proper format for play- 

back on the scanner. Next, the image is written in the format required by 

the Cal Comp plotter at the computer center. 

Tape 7, provided by the computer center, is used when the plotter is 

to be used. 

Oldpl is the IMPROC program tape. 

Data cards.- -Data cards are placed at the very end of the deck, between 

a 789 card and the final 6789 card. We here explain the order of data. 

Note that the meaning of each input variable is also usually explained on 

comment cards within the deck, generally just before or after the variable 

is first used as input. It'is assumed here that the reader knows the 

meaning of Fortran format statements. 

The user is referred to page 26 for a tabular summary of the card or- 

der. Note in particular that most cards beyond 3 are used twice in the data 

deck. Certain inputs on these cards first describe the psf and then describe 

the input image. These inputs are noted at their descriptions below. 

Datum is either a 99 in the first two columns, or a blank card. 

A 99 tells the computer not to output the restoration on the plotter. (The 

output restoration is now only a matrix of numbers.) A blank card requests 

that the plotter be used. 

Data are KEY, MPWR, ICHS, LO, MO, CTRI, CTRJ in Format (5I4, 

CARD 1 

CARD 2 

2F5.1). 

Sample data would be as follows (b indicates a blank): 

bbbObbb4bbblbbbObbb0b15.0b17.0 
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KEY determines how the transfer function TAU(I) for degradation is to 

be entered. 

If KEY is 1 the computer sets TAU(I) =1.0. This "unit" operation 

causes the image to remain unprocessed. It is normally used to check the 

playback picture against the plotter picture. The program now ignores the 

input spread function data. 

If KEY is 2 the TAU(I) are computed directly from the input point 

spread function. 

If KEY is 3 the TAU(I) are to be read in, on cards. The user is cau- 

tioned that this TAU(I) is not exactly the usual optical -photographic trans- 

fer function. It is a Fourier series transfer function with frequencies rep- 

resented by positive integers. To use the full bandwidth of frequencies, in- 

cluding negative ones, the negative frequencies must be entered after the 

positive ones. This is the only program option that assumes that experi- 

mental spread function values are not read in as the first tape data. 

If KEY is 4 the TAU(I) are computed from a mathematical model of the 

degradation. The model used currently is a "pillbox" type spread function. 

The user must specify only its radius. 

If KEY is 5 the TAU(I) are computed from an azimuthally smoothed aver- 

age of the experimental spread function. This mode is used when the spread 

function is known to have radial symmetry. The azimuthal averaging over many 

points results in an enhanced signal -to -noise ratio in the estimate of the 

TAU(I) . 

FIPWR is 4 at present. 2 to the power(MPWR +1) is the extent of each 

separately processed section of the total image. Thus, at present we break 

the image up into blocks of 32 x32 elements, separately process each (saving 

only a 16 X16 subarray) and finally piece together the 16 X16 element resto- 

rations. A general parameter L =(2 to the MPWR) describes the extent of each 

elemental restoration. At present L =16. 

ICHS determines whether the restored image is to be predistorted in an- 

ticipation of a known H and D curve for the output film to be used. The dis- 

tortion is such that each output film transmittance value will be linear with 

its restored object value. 

If ICHS =0 distortion takes place. At present, do not use this option 

since the output mode routinely is not film but rather a plotter output. 

If ICHS 0 the restored image is not distorted. 
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LO, ISO determine what 16 x16 matrix is saved from each 32 x32 processed 

image section. (LO, MO) are the (horizontal, vertical) coordinates times 2, 

within the 32 x32 array, at the center of the 16 x16 matrix. Ordinarily we 

have used LO =MO =0; that is, the center 16 x16 matrix is saved from each 32 

x 32 array. 

CTRI, CTRJ are the (vertical, horizontal) coordinates, minus one, of 

the gauss point within the 32 x32 spread function array. Point (0,0) cor- 

responds to the upper left -hand corner of the spread function printout. 

This uses (CTRI, CTRJ) = (15,15) for a centered, radially symmetric spread 

function within the 32 x32 array. 

Data are TIMAX, GAUSS, TFMAX, PARAM, KUT, IFILTER in Format CARD 3 

(4E14.6, 2I3). Sample data would be as follows: 

bb0.990000Eb02bb0.200000Eb00bb0.500000Eb01bb0.100000Eb02b16bb2 

TIMAX is the maximum permitted value of the restored image. A value 

of 99 is presently required for the plotter output. The minimum value is 

always made unity by the program. 

GAUSS is the gauss constant in the function 1 - exp(- ITAUI2 /GAUSS2) 

which multiplies the processing filter I /TAU. A value GAUSS =0.2 results in 

a rather high frequency compensation; all values of ITAUI >0.2 are boosted 

to nearly unity. 

TFMAX is the maximum allowed boost ITAUI-1 [1 - exp(- ITAUI2 /GAUSS2)] 

imparted to the image spectrum. Any boost value exceeding TFMAX is made 

equal to TFMAX. On the other hand, the phase correction in 1 /TAU is permit- 

ted any value <2u. 

KUT is a number <L that determines the processing region in frequency 

space. This region is actually four distinct, square subregions at the cor- 

ners of the frequency matrix. At frequencies lying between the four sub- 

regions, the restored object spectrum = O. The four subregions merge to- 

gether when KUT is L. 

IFILTER determines what special filter is to multiply 1 /TAU, aside from 

the gaussian one described two items above. If IFILTER is unity, a unit fil- 

ter multiplies 1 /TAU. If IFILTER is 2, a sharpening or smoothing filter 1/ 

[1 + PARAM x (I2 +J2)/ (2 x KUT2) ], where I,J are the frequency coordinates, mul- 

tiplies 1 /TAU. (PARAM is described immediately following.) If IFILTER is 3, 

a "skating rink" filter [1 - (I /KUT) * * PARAM]**(1 / PARAM) x[1. - (J /KUT) * *PARAM] ** 

(1 /PARAM) multiplies 1 /TAU. 
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PARAM determines the shape of each of the filters just described. For 

the sharpening or smoothing filter, a negative PARAM causes sharpening in the 

restoration, while a positive PARAM causes smoothing. For the "skating rink" 

filter, PARAM should always exceed unity. As PARAM is increased from unity, 

the shape of the filter changes from a straight -line falloff, through fall- 

offs resembling ellipses, to a square filter (no falloff except directly at 

cutoff, KUT). 

CARD 4 The data from this point onward depend on the previously input 

values of KEY, ICHS, and IFTAB. Therefore, from this point on we arbitrarily 

name the required input cards as A, B, C.... The table on page 26 identifies 

the required sequence from among A, B, C... for each combination of KEY, ICHS, 

and IFTAB. 

CARD A 

data would be 

Data are BAKGD, VNORM, IFTAB, in Format (2E14.6,I2). Sample 

bb0.978000EbOlbb0.107000Eb02b1 

* BAKGD is the experimental background transmittance within the image, 

measured as a voltage by the digital scanner. 

* VNORF1 is the transmittance, measured as a voltage by the scanner, of 

air (that is, without the image in place). 

* IFTAB determines whether the sensitometry is to be input as a linear 

relationship between density and log exposure (IFTAB =0), or is to be input 

as a table of transmittance vs exposure values (IFTAB 0) . 

CARD B Data are (TAU(I), I =1, NELM1) , where NELM1 =2** (2xMPWR +3), 

in Format (5E14.6). Hence, there are five values of TAU to each card. This 

card is used only when the TAU(I) are to be input on cards. 

TAU(I) is a combined optics -photographic transfer function. It is im- 

portant that the user note the discussion of TAU(I) under CARD 2, paragraph 

starting "If KEY is 3...." 

CARD C Data are GAMMA, EZRO in Format (2E14.6). Sample data would be 

bb0.100000EbOlbb0.320000Eb01 

This card is used only when there is an assumption of linearity between den- 

sity and log exposure. 

*See second paragraph under Data Cards, p. 21. 
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* GAMMA is the film gamma under the assumption of a linear relation be- 

tween density and log exposure. 

* EZRO is an artificial value of exposure corresponding to zero density, 

found by extending the linear portion of the H and D curve to the log expo- 

sure axis. 

CARD D Data are NEXPS, [TVALS(I), EXPS(I), I =1, NEXPS] in Format 

(I3/(4E14.6)). This format requires NEXPS alone in Format I3 on one card, 

followed by pairs of values of TVALS and EXPS, two pairs to a card, on all 

subsequent cards. The two pairs of TVALS and EXPS are punched in Format 

4E14.6. This card is used when the image or spread function is to be input 

as a table of transmittance vs exposure values. 

* NEXPS is the number of pairs of data points ( TVALS, EXPS) in the table. 

* TVALS(I) is a value of energy transmittance. 

* EXPS(I) is the corresponding value of exposure (in arbitrary units). 

CARD E Data are IC1, IC2, IOUT in Format (3I4). Sample data would be 

bbb5bbb5bbb6 

* ICI is the number of boxes, with L XL elements, horizontally across the 

image (along the direction of scan). This number is always 2 when describing 

the experimental spread function. 

* IC2 is the corresponding number for the vertical direction, always 2 

for the experimental spread function. 

IOUT is a tape number, always 6. 

CARD F Datum is IRADUS in Format (I4). 

IRADUS is the number of points that would comprise the radius of a "pill- 

box" spread function if it were scanned at the same subdivision as the input 

image. Subsequent processing is done with the "pillbox" function, and not with 

the experimental spread function (even though the latter is also input into 

IMPROC).. 

CARD G Data are REGAM, EPZRO, TMAX, EMIN in Format (4EI4.6). This 

card is used only if the final restoration is to be distorted in brightness in 

anticipation of an H and D curve for the photographic playback. This option 

is not yet ready, or needed, since our present output is by plotter. 

*See second paragraph under Data Cards, p. 21. 
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REGAM is the photographic gamma for playback. 

EPZRO has the same description as EZRO on CARD C. 

TMAX is the largest permitted film transmittance in the playback photo. 

ENIN is the smallest allowed exposure in the playback photo. 

Sequence of data cards.- -CARDS 1, 2, and 3 are required for all runs. 

Subsequent cards to be used depend on the type of processing desired, as 

specified by inputs KEY, IFTAB, and ICHS. These are indicated in the follow- 

ing table. 

KEY IFTAB ICHS CARD SEQUENCE BEYOND NUMBER 3 

1 0 0 A,C,E,G,A,C,E,G 

1 not zero 0 A,D,E,G,A,D,E,G 

1 0 not zero A,C,E,A,C,E 

1 not zero not zero A,D,E,A,D,E 

2 or 5 0 0 A,C,E,G,A,C,E,G 

2 or 5 not zero 0 A,D,E,G,A,D,E,G 

2 or 5 0 not zero A,C,E,A,C,E 

2 or 5 not zero not zero A,D,E,A,D,E 

3 0 0 B,A,C,E,G 

3 not zero 0 B,A,D,E,G 

3 0 not zero B,A,C,E 

3 not zero not zero B,A,D,E 

4 0 0 A,C,E,F,G,A,C,E,G 

4 not zero 0 A,D,E,F,G,A,D,E,G 

4 0 not zero A,C,E,F,A,C,E 

4 not zero not zero A,D,E,F,A,D,E 

When the same card appears twice in the sequence, certain quantities 

on it must describe the experimental spread function on the first appearance 

and the input image on the second appearance. These quantities are identi- 

fied by an asterisk at their definition in the preceding section. 



Program listing. --In this section we show the Fortran listing of 

IMPROC, and associated subroutines. This version is dated October, 1969. 

PROGRAM MAIN ( INPUT OUTPUT TAPE1, TAPE3.TAPE6.TAPE5.TAPE10,TAPE7) 
000003 DATA IMP /3LTMP/ 
000003 COMMON /DIM1/ IC1.IC2,L.ITN 
000003 COMMON /DIM /NPTS,LINES,IQUT,NpLOT 
000003 READ 5. NPLOT 
000011 5 FORMAT (T2) 

000011 CALL OVERLAY (IMP.1,0) 
000014 NPTS a (TC1 -1) *L 
000017 LINES a (TC2 -I) *L 

000022 /OUT a ITN 
000024 CALL OVERLAY(TMP.2.0) 
000026 ENO 

PROGRAM TAPEOUT 
000003 COMMON /DIM /NPTS,LINES.IOUT,NpLOT 
000003 DIMENSION IBUF(51 2) 
000003 DIMENSION A(16,9921,14(16.9921 
000003 EQUIVALENCE (IA(1.1).A(1,11) 
000003 ntMENSION LA(I000) 
000003 COMMON A,IA 
000003 DATA FILF /6LTAPE1ñ /,WRITE /2178 /.REwIND /2168 /.EDF /2159/ .READ /2118/ 
000003 DATA ICHK / 74n02í440000000000008 /.ICHK2/20000000000000000O0AR/ 
000003 DATA IG/n00000040000000ü0000R/ 
000003 DATA NPLT /3H / 

C. INITIALT7E 
000003 CALL INITIAL (RH9700123H7.2,0,0) 
000007 CALL PLOT (0.,- 1.2.3) 
O00012 CALL PLOT (0..- 11., +3) 
000015 nO 5 Jal1000 
000017 5 LA(J) a n 

000027 REWIND IOUT 
000024 REWIND 3 

000026 NOTAPE a n 

000027 NBLOCK = 1 

000030 LINE a 0 

00003f NRPRW a NPTS /16 
000034 NBPCL a LTNES/16 
000037 TS2 a NPTS 
000040 TS1 a TS? / 5. 
00004? NSETS = TS1 
000043 íS2 s NSETS 
000044 TS3 a (T51 - TS2 ) * 5. +.1 

000050 NREM a T53 
000051 TENU =NSETS *2 
000053 IF(NREM(T.21IEND =IENO +1 
000057 PRINTS 
000063 9 FORMAT(1H1 //40X *TAPE OUT RUN *) 
000063 PRINTIP, NPTS ,tINES,NBPRW,NBPCLNSETS.NREM 
000103 12 FORMAT (1nX *NPTS: 13. * LINES = * I3/ 10X 13, * BLOCKS PER ROW* 

1 IS. BLOCKS PER COLUMN * / 10X 11. SETS PER RECORD*/ 
2 10X * NREM = * I3. 3(5X, I3)) 

000103 IF ( NPLOT .GT. 0) NPLT = 3MNn 
000106 PRINT 14.NPLT 
000114 14 FORMAT ( / /10xA3, *PLOT GENERATED. *) 
000114 CALL LTRtO( FILF ,REwIND,IHUF(11.IRUF(11.INT) 
00012n II a ICHK2.AND. INT 

000122 TF (Il .NF. ICHK2) GO TU 39 
000123 PRINT 15 

000127 15 FORMAT ( / /10x *NO OUTPUT TAPE WILL RE GENERATED.*) 
0001 ?7 ND TAPE a Q9 

00013n GO TD 40 
000131 39 t1 I(.HK.AND.TNT 
000133 IF(I1.NE.IG) Gn TD 997 
000135 40 NS1 a 1 
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MAIN 3 

MAIN 4 

MAIN 5 

MAIN 6. 

MAIN 7 
MAIN 8 
MAIN 9 

MAIN 10 
MAIN 11 
MAIN 12 
MAIN 13 
MAIN 14 

TAPEOUT 3 

TAPEQUT 4 
TAPEOUT 5 

TApEOUT 6 

TAPEQUT 7 

TAPEQUT g 
TAPEOUT 9 
TAPEOUT 10 
TAPEQUT I1 

TAPEOUT 12 
TAPEOUT 13 
TAPEQUT 14 
TAPEOUT IS 
TAPEOUT 16 
TApEOUT 17 
TAPEOUT 18 
TAPEOUT 19 
TAPEOUT 20 
TAPEOUT 21 
TAPEOUT 22 
TAPEOUT 23 
TAPEOUT 74 
TAPEOUT 25 
TAPEOUT 26 
TAPEOUT 27 
TAPEOUT 28 
TApEOUT 29 
TAPEOUT 30 
TAPEOUT 31 
TAPEOUT 32 
TAPEOUT 33 
TAPEQUT 34 
TAPEOUT 35 

TAPEOUT 36 
TAPEQUT 37 
TAPEOUT 3B 
TAPEQUT 39 
TAPEOUT 40 
TAPEOUT 41 
TAPEOUT 42 
TAPEOUT 43 
TAPEOUT 44 
TAPEOUT 45 
TAPEOUT 46 
TAPEOUT 47 
TAPEOUT 45 
TAPEOUT 49 
TAPEOUT 5n 
TAPEOUT 51 
TAPEOUT 52 
TAPEOUT 53 
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000136 
000137 
000140 
000157 
000161 
00016? 
000163 

000165 
000167 
000204 
000205 
000206 
000207 
000210 
00021? 
000214 
000231 
000231 
000233 
000234 
000240 
000247 
000245 
00026? 
000266 
000270 
000272 
000273 
000274 
000275 
000277 
000301 
000304 
000305 
00031n 
000312 
000314 
000317 
000321 
000321 
000324 
000325 
000327 
000333 
000333 
000337 
000341 
000353 
000356 
000370 
000403 
000403 
000406 
000410 
000411 
000412 
00041? 
000420 
000420 
000423 

0000n3 
000003 
000003 
000006 
000007 
000013 
000014 
000017 
000077 
000030 
000031 
000037 
000040 
000041 
000043 
000046 
000057 

N1 = 1 

N2 = 16 
42 PEAD(IOUT) ((IA(I.J1,J=N1,N2),Ia1.161 

N1 = N2 + 1 

N2 = N2 + 16 
NS1 = NS1 + 1 

IF (NS1 .LE. NRPPW) GO TO 42 
C. IA FULL 

45 nO 44J=1,1F 
44 wRITF(3)(TA(J,K),Ka1,NPTS) 

TF (NOTAPF .NF. 0) GO TU 90 

TR = 1 

TC It 1 

59 K = 1 

IN=IC+!. 
DO 6R L=1.NSFTS 
FNCOnES20.65.IR0F(K))(IA(IR,I ),I=TC,IN) 

65 FORMAT(5(1H«I3)) 
iCsIN+1 
TN=Ir.4 

68 K=K+? 
TF(NREM)999,Rn,70 

70 IN=IC+NRFM-1 
FNCOnE(20,65.TRUF(K))(1A(IR+I 1,I=IC,IN) 

80 CALL LTRTO(FTLF,wRITF,IbUF(1),I8UF(IENU),INT) 
T1sIrHK.nN!).TNT 
IF(I1.NE.TG) r,n To 997 
LINE = LINE + 1 

TR = IR + 1 

TC = 1 

TF (IR .LF. 16) Go TO 59 
90 NRLOCK = N+4LnCK 1 

96 IF (NNLOCK .LE. kRPCL) GO TO 40 
IF (NOTAaF.NF. 0) GO TO 98 
CALL LTRIO(FTLF,EOF,IRUF(1),IRHF(1),INT) 
I1=INT.ANO.ICHK 
IF(I1.NE.TG) .r,n To 997 
CALL LTRIO(FTLF,RFWINO,I8UF(1),IBUF(1),INT) 
I1INT.ANn.ICHK 
IF(I1.NE.IG) Gn To 997 

98 NT1=1 
NT? = 48 

100 RF,wINn3 
PRINT lOn7 

1007 FORMAT(1H)//) 
IF(NT2.GT.NPT5)NT2=NPTS 
no 1'15 J=1,LINFS 
9FA0(1)((A(KK).KK=I.NPTS) 
IF(NPLUT .üT, n) no To 104 
TF (NPTS .LE, 10o .AND. NIT .LE. 5) CALL SHADY(LA) 

104 PRINT 10U1,(LA(KK),KK=NT1,NT?) 
1001 FORMAT (p0x,5nT2) 
105 CONTINUE 

TF(NT2.Ef1,NPT5)G0 TO 999 
NTT = 01 + 4R 
NT? = NT7 4R 
r,0 To Ion 

997 PRINT 99R.IiT 
998 FORMAT(pFRNOR HAS CCCURREU IN LIRIO USAGE, STATUS WORD 
y99 CALL PLOT (0.,0.,999) 

FiO 

SUHRnUTINF sHAnY(T) 
nIMENSIUN 1(1o0),N(100),X(9).Y(100) 
TS=O 
Y(IS1=0.0 
Y(1)=.05 
N(1)=I(1)/10.1 
n0 9 J=2.10n 
Y(J)=Y(J.11+05 

9 r,i(J)=1(J)/1n+1 
x(1)=0. 
no 7 J=2.9 

7 X(J)=0((J_1)+.nn5555 
n0 11 K=1,9 
n0 11 IT=1,1nn 
L=N(TT) 
9=N(101-TT) 
TF(K.E0.1.ANo.L.LF.3) GU TO 40 
lF(K.E61.?.ANn.M.LF.5.ANU.M.NF.1) GO TO 41 

IS45)(020) 

TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
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TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
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TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPERUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOImiT 

TAPEUUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 

TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOl1T 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 
TAPEOUT 

54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 

72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
RO 
AI 
R2 
R3 
R4 
R5 
$16 

R7 
88 
R9 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 

100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
lne 
109 
110 

111 

112 
113 
1.14 

115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
111 
132 



000072 IF(K.EQ.3.AND.(L.E0.1.0R.L.E0.3.0R.L.EQ.6.0R.L.EQ.71) GO TO 40 TAPEOUT 
000114 IF(K.EQ.4.AND.M.lE.4.ANO.M.NE.3) GO TO 41 TAPEOUT 
000130 IFIK,EQ.4.AND.(L.LE.9.ANO.L.NE.4.ANO.L.NE.6.AND.L.NE.71) GO TO 40 TAPEOUT 
000153 IF(K.EQ.6.AND.(M.(:Q,5.0R,M.EQ.4.0R.M.EQ.1)) GO TO 41 TAPEOUT 
000171 IF(K.EQ.i.AND.L.LE.7.ANO.L.NE.SAND.L.NE.4.) GO TO 40 TAPEOUT 
000214 IF(K.EQ.R.ANO.M.LE.4.ANO.M.NE.3) GO TO 41 TAPEOUT 
000230 TF(K.EQ.9.AND.L.LE.3) GO TO 40 TAPEOUT 
000240 IF(K.EQ.2.OR.K.E0.4.OR.K.EQ.6.0R.K.EQ.8)CALLPLOT(X(K),Y(100-IT),3) TAPEOUT 
000264 IF(IT.EQ.100.AN6.(K.EQ.2.OR.K.E0.4.0R.K.E0.6.OR.K.E0.B)1 TAPEOUT 

SCALL PLOT(X(K),0.0,3) TAPEOUT 
000315 IF(K.E0.I.OR.K.E0.3.OR.K.EQ.5.OR.K.EQ.7.OR.K.EQ.9) CALL PLOT(X(K), TAPEOUT 

lY(IT)+3) TAPEOUT 
000347 GO TO 11 TAPEOUT 
000350 40 IF(K.EQ.5.ANO.L.E0.91 CALL PLOT(XlK),Y(IT)-.0375,2) TAPEOUT 
000370 IF(IE.E0.s.AND.L.EO.9) CALL PLOT(X(K).Y(IT),3) TAPEOUT 
000406 IF(K.E0.4.AND.L.E0.9) GO TO 11 TAPEOUT 
000416 IF(K.E0.1.AND.L.E0.71 CALL PLQT(X(K),Y(IT)-.0375,2) TAPEOUT 
000435 IF(K.E0.1.AN0.L.f Q.7) CALL PLOT(X(K),Y(IT),3) TAPEOUT 
000453 IF(K.EQ.3.ANn.L.E0,7) GO TO 11 TAPEOUT 
000463 CALL PLUT(X0()0(IT)+2) TAPEOUT 
000470 GO TO 11 TAPEOUT 
000472 41 IF(IT.EQ.1) CALL PLO1(X(K),Y(.100),31 TAPEOUT 
000501 IFfIT.EQ,1001 CALL PLöT(X(K1,0.0,21 TAPEOUT 
000510 IFIIT.Et1.1001 GO TO 11 TAPEOUT 
00051? CALL PLOT(X(K).Y(100-I1),2) TAPEOUT 
000520 11 CONTINUE TAPEOUT 
000524 CALL PLOT(0.05,0.0,-3) TAPEOUT 
000530 RETURN TAPEOUT 
000531 END TAPEOUT 
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PROGRAM IMPROC IMPROC 3 

C IMAGE PROCESSING PROJECT IMPROC 4 
C...FOR TEST PURPOSES+ IPTERMEOIATE OUTPUTS ARE INDICATED. OTHER IMPROC s 
C... OPTIONAL ONES ARF Tk PLACE. BUT NULLIFIED BY COMMENT MARK. IMPROC 6 
C...IC2 ROWS OF ICI ELEMENTARY BOXES OF DATA ASSUMED. IMPROC 7 
C EACH BOX IS L ON A SIDE. CONTAINING L*L ELEMENTS. IMPROC 8 
C... REQUIRES SUBROUTINES FAST4, DATA. COEFF. SMOTH. DIVS. AND DLOGE IMPROC 9 
C MAIN PROGRAM IMPROC 10 

000003 COMMON /DTMI /ICI,IC2.L +IOUT IMPROC 11 
000003 DIMENSION P( 2n4ó). 5( A), PA (512),((10241,MV(3),TAU(204q), IMPROC 12 

IINV(A).ExPS( 100), TVALS (100),,1TIME(256),TRANSF(256) IMPROC 13 
000003 REwIND 1 IMPROC 14 
000005 REWIND 3 IMPROC 15 
000007 PRINT 93 IMPROC 16 
000011 93 FORMAT(1H1) IMPROC 17 
000013 RI 6 3.1415926536 IMPROC 18 

C... INPUT IMAGE VALUES ARE NON -NORMALIZED TRANSMITTANCE VALUES SEP19 1 

C... DUE TO EITHEP A NEGATIVE OR POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY SEP19 2 
C... THE VALUE OF KEY DETERMINES THE TYPE OF PROCESSING TO PE DONE_ IMPROC 21 
C... IF KEY IS UNITY. TAU(I)=1 IS INTERNALLY SET IMPROC 22 
C... IF KEY IS 2. TAU(I) ARE COMPUTEU FROM EXPERIMENTAL DATA IMPROC 23 
C... IF KFY IS 3, TAU(1) ARE READ IN ON CARDS IMPROC 24 
C... IF FAST4 WAS PREVICUSLY USEU TO COMPUTE TAU(I), THE SPREAD IMPROC 25 
C... FUNCTION DATA MUSST HAVE BELA+ PEMAPPEL USING SUPROUTINE REMAP IMPROC 26 
C... IF KFY IS 4, THE SPREAD FUNCTION VALUES ARE READ IN FROM CARDS IMPROC ?7 
C... IF KEY IS S, A RADIAL SPREAU FUNCTION IS ASSUMED, AND THE IMPROC 28 
C... EXPEPIMENTAL VALUES ARE AVEkAGEQ WITH AZIMUTH IMPROC 29 
C... CTRI.CTK,J ARF COORDINATES - 1 OF MAXIMUM VALUE IN SPR FN MATRIX IMPROC 30 
C... AS SEEN IN PRINTOUT (WHERE ROWS APE REALLY COLUMNS FOR FAST4 IMPROC 31 
C... INPUT). THE I AXIS IS VERTICAL+ J AXIS HORIZONTAL AND ORIGIN IMPROC 32 
C... TS AT UPPER LEFT CORNER OF SPR FN MATRIX PRINTOUT. IMPROC 33 

000015 READ 54 .KEY,MPWR,TCHS,LO,MO,CTRI.CTRJ IMPROC 14 
000038 54 FORMAT(5T4,2F5.1) IMPROC 35 

C... MPWR OFTFPMINFS NUMBER OF ELEMENTS TO SIDE IN ELEMENTARY PDX, IMPROC 36 
C... L _ 7üaMPWR IMPROC 37 
C... ICUS o 0 RESULTS IN FINAL EXPOSURE VALUES WHICH ARE DISTORTED IMPROC 38 
C... SUCH THAT THEFINAL TRANSMITTANCE IS PROPORTIONAL TOTHE IMPROC 39 
C... PESTORATION EXPOSURE. IMPROC 40 

00003E RFAn 4b,TINAX. GAUSS .TFMAX.PARAM,KUT.IFILTER,NEGPOS SEP1R 1 

000060 46 FORMAT(4F14.5.113) SEPIB 2 
C... NEGPOS IS MAnF ZERO IF INPUT TRANSPARENCY IS A NEGATIVE, SEPIA 3 
C... OR IS MAnF NON7FR0 IF THE INPUT IS A POSITIVE. SEPIA 4 
C... TIMAX IS MAXIMUM ALLOWED EXPOSURE TIME DURING RESTORATION PLAY- IMPROC 43 
C... SACK. GAUSS AND TFMAX ARE CONSTANTS FOR THE FOURIER INVERSION IMPROC 44 
C... PROCESS AS PERFORMED IN SUBROUTINE DIVS. IMPROC 45 
C... !FILTER nETE:RMINES wHAT FILTER IS TO MULTIPLY I /TAU. IMPROC 46 
C... IF IFILTFP IS UNITY+ A UNIT FRIER MULTIPLES 1 /TAU IMPROC 47 
C... TF IFILTER IS 2, THE GENERAL SHARPENING FILTER (1 +CONST*OM**2)*a -1 IMPROC 4R 
C... IS USED. IF TFILTER IS 3. THE FILTER 

(1- 
OM* *CONST)**(I. /CONST) IMPROC 49 

C... COVERNIN. BEHAVIOR NEAR CUT OFF IS USED. THE CONSTANT JUST CITED IMPROC co 
C... TS DETERIAINED WY PARAM AND KUT. IN SURHOUTINE FILTER. IMPROC 51 
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000060 
000061 

EMAXMX=w. 
PRINT 15a 

IMPROC 
SEP19 

52 
3 

000065 158 FORMAT(24H A RUN OF PROGRAM !MPROC) SEP19 4 

000065 L = 2 * *MPWR 5 NELM1 = 8 *L *L IMPROC 53 
000074 L2=2 *L S MV(l)=MV(2) =MPWR +1 $ MV(3) =0 SEP19 5 

000101 CALL SETIIP(P,MV,INV,S.O,IFERR) SEP19 6 

000105 GO TO(52,50,R00 +50.50) +KEY IMPROC 54 
000116 800 READ 53.(TAU(j),I =t,NELM1) IMPROC 55 
000131 53 FORMATf5E14.6) IMPROC 56 
000131 CONORM=1,0 IMPROC 57 
000133 00166KK 21,NELM1 SEP19 7 

000134 166 P(KK) =TAU(KK) SEP19 8 

00014n CALL CORPSPR(L2,P,GAUSS, TFMAX, IFILTER ,PARAMKUT,MV,INV,S.IFERR) SEP19 9 

000153 CALL REIM4G(NELMI,P,O) SEP19 10 

000156 CALL REMAP(LCTRI,CTRJ,P,Q) SEP19 11 

000162 RR/NT 905.(P(I)Ia1,NELM) SEP19 12 
000175 PRINT 94 $ D0167KK=1,NELM SEP19 13 

000203 167 P(KK) =P(KK +NFLM) $ CALL REMAP(LCTRI,CTRJ,P,Q) SEP19 14 

000214 PRINT 906,1P(I1,I=1.NELM) SEP19 15 

000227 PRINT 155 SEP19 l6 

000233 GO TO 50 IMPROC SR 
000234 52 n049T =1,NELM1.2 $ J =I +1 IMPROC 59 
000237 TAU(I)=1,0 6 TAU(J) =0, IMPROC 60 

000243 49 CONTINUE IMPROC 61 

C... FOLLO'VING ARE THE FOG LEVEL. MAXIMUM VOLTAGE FOR NORMALIZED IMPROC 62 

C... TRANSMITTANCE VALUES. THE INDEX WHICH 1NDICATRES IF D ANO LDG E IMPROC 63 
C... ARE RFGARDEU AS LINEAR (IFTAB = 0) OR ARE TO BE CONNECTED Ay A IMPROC 64 
C... TABLE. OF TNPUTTFO VALUES (IFTAB NOT ZERO) IMPROC 65 

000245 50 READ 1,8AKGD.VNORM,IFTA8 IMPROC 66 
000257 1 FORMAT(2F14.6,1I21 IMPROC 67 

000257 GO TO (140,141,142),IFILTER IMPROC 70 

00026A 140 PRINT 141 R Go TO 146 IMPROC 71 

000271 j43 FORMAT(5nH No SPECIAL FILTER EMPLOYED THAT SUPPLEMENTS 1 /T4U) IMPROC 72 

000271 141 PRINT 144 $ Gn TO 146 IMPROC 73 
00030n 144 FOPMAT(30H SHARPNESS -CONTROL FILTER USED) IMPROC 74 

00030n 142 PRINT 145 IMPROC 75 

000304 145 t'ORMAT(25H SKATING RINK FILTER USED) IMPROC 76 
000304 146 GO To (151.147.153,149,150),KEY SEP19 17 

000315 151 PRINT 15? $ Gn TO 153 IMPROC 78 

000372 152 FORMAT(16H AN TUENTITY RUN) IMPROC 79 
00032? 147 PRINT 154 4 r,0 TO 153 IMPROC 8O 

000327 154 FORMAT(47H EXPERIMENTAL SPREAD FUNCTION USED (UNAVERAGEDI) IMPROC RI 

000327 155 FOPMAT(47H TRANSFER FUNCTION VALUES WERE REAP IN ON CARDS) IMPROC R3 

000377 149 PRINT 1S6 S Gn TO 153 IMPROC R4 

000334 15b FORMAT(2DH PILLBOX SPREAD FUNCTION USED) IMPROC AS 

000334 150 PRINT 157 IMPROC R6 

00034n 157 FORMAT(57H EXPERIMENTAL SPREAD FUNCTION WAS AVERAGED AZIMUTHLY) IMPROC B7 

00034n 153 tF(IFTA3)41.42.41 IMPROC A8 

000341. 42 READ 65, GAMMA,EZRO IMPROC 49 

000351 65 FORMAT(2F14.6) IMPROC 90 

000351 GO To 43 IMPROC 91 

C.,. TN THE FOLLOwTNG nATA. EXPS IS ASSUMED TO RE A MONOTONICALLY IMPROC 92 
C... INCREASING FUNCTION OF INDEX I. IMPROC 93 

000352 41 REAP 44, nIÈXRS (TVALS(I),EXPS(I),I= 1 +NEXPS) IMPROC 94 
000371 44 FORMAT(I1 /(4F14.61) IMPROC 95 

C... CARD 1 HAS NExPS ALONE. CARn 2 HAS TVALS(1).EXPS111,TVALS(2), IMPROC 96 

C... FXPS(2) CARO 3 HAS TVALS(3),FXPS(3), ETC. IMPROC 97 
C... InUT TS ()NOWT TAPE NUMRER,NORMALLY 6 IMPROC 98 
C... IF TAU(I) ARE GENERATED INTERNALLY. FIRST SET nF IMAGE VALUES IMPROC 99 

C... SHOULD HAVE ICI .= IC2 = 2. IMPROC 100 
000371 43 READ 2,ICl,IC7,IDUT IMPROC 101 

000401 2 FORMAT(3T4) TMPROC 102 
000401 L = 2 * *M2WN a LI _ L 1 $ 42 = 2 *L $ MDATA = 0 R NELM = 4 *L *L IMPROC 103 
00041= LSO = L *L $ NRnXESW(IC1- 1) *(tC2 -1) IMPROC 104 
000422 NUMB = 3 1t1Ma = ï IMPROC 106 
000424 GO T0(407,807,307,808,807),KFY SEP19 18 
000435 808 0E40 54,TRADIIS IMPROC 108 
000441 RADIUS =IRADUS IMPROC 109 
000444 CALL SPRTN(L,PADIUS,TAU) IMPROC 110 
000447 CALL REMAP(L.16.06.TAU,O IMPROC 111 
000453 PRINT 804.(TAP(I)0=11NELM) IMPROC 112 
000466 804 FORMAT(3AH PILL_ 9Ox TYPE SPREAD FUNCTION FOLLOwS /(1X,32F4.2)) IMPROC 113 
000466 PRINT 93 IMPROC 114 
00047? n0An9KK =10ELM IMPROC 115 
000474 809 TAU (NELMt- ? *KK +1)= TAU(NELM -KK +I) IMPROC 116 
000507 nOAInKK =1.NELM IMPROC 117 
000503 810 TAU( ? *KK) =0. IMPROC 118 
000507 CALL FAST4(TA1),MV,TNV,S,- 1,IFERR) IMPROC 120 
000511 CONORM = Si) RT(TAU(1) *TAU(1)+TAU(2) *TAU(2)) jMPROC 121 
000520 91d P0014KK =1,wELMl IMPROC 172 
0005 ?? TAtI(KK) =TAU(KK) /CONOr+M IMPROC 123 
000524 814 P(KK) =TAli(KK) IMPROC )24 
000530 CALL CoRRSFR(L202. GAUSS, TFMAX IEILTER ,PARAM+KtIT,MV.INV,S,IFE9R) IMPROC 125 
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000542 
000545 
O00551 

CALL REIMAG(NELMl,p,Q) 
CALL REMAP(L.CTRI,CTR.J,P,Q) 
PRINT 905,(P(11.I..r,ELM) 

SEP19 
IMPRQC 
IMPRQC 

19 

127 
128 

000564 905 FORMAT( /47H REAL PART OF CORRECTING SPREAD FN FOLLOWS /(1X,32F4.2)) IMPROC 129 
000564 PRINT 94 IMPROC 130 
000570 94 FORMAT( ///) IMPRQC 131 
000570 r)020KK= 1.NELM IMPRQC 132 
000577 20 p(KK) =P(KK +NELM) IMPRQC 133 
000577 CALL REMAP(L.CTRI,CTRJ,P,Q1 IMPROC 134 
000603 PRINT 906.(P(1),I=1,NELM) IMPROC 135 
000616 906 FORMAT( /47H TMAG PART OF CORRECTING SPREAD FN FOLLOWS /(1Xi32F4.2)1 IMPROC 136 
000616 807 FOG = HAKGD /VNORM IMPROC 117 
000620 CALL OLOr.E(IFTAB, GAMMA .E7HO,NEXPS,EXPS.TVALSFOG) IMPROC 13a 

C... RETURNED FnG TS THE EXPOSURE OF THE BACKGROl1NU FOG IMPROC 139 
000627 KUTI =Kt)T +1 S KUTUP =L2 -KUT +1 IMPROC 140 
000632 LFIRS1 =1+(L +LO) /2 R LAST1 * 3*I /2 + LO /2 IMPRQC 141 
000642 LFiR52 =1 (1.+M0) /2 S LAST2 a 3 °L /2_ M0/2 IMPROC 142 
000650 PRINT 815,LFTR51.LAST1,LFIRS2,LAST2 IMPROC 143 
000663 815 FORMAT( ////39H LFIRSI,LAST1LFIRS2,LAST2 FOLLOW BELOW /4I4) IMPROC 144 
000663 IF(ICHS)702,203,202 IMPROC 145 
000664 203 READ 46,RF.GAM,FP7.RC.TMAX,EMIN IMPROC 146 

C... THESE ARE THE GAMMA AND EXPOSURE CONSTANT EO OF THE RESTORED EMULS IMPROC 147 
C... TON, THE MAXTMIIM ALLOWED TRANSMITTANCE IN THE RESTORATION, AND THE IMPROC 148 
C... MINIMUM ALLOWED EXPOSURE WHICH 1S DISTORTED IMPROC 149 
C... SUCH THAT THE PLATT TRANSMITTANCE IS LINEAR WITH EXPOSURE. IMPRQC 150 

000700 202 PRINT 20n, KEY, MPWR, ICHS, AAKG0, VN0RM .IFTAH.KUT.PARAM,ICI,IC2,I0UT, IMPROC 151 
ITIMAX.GAUSS,TFMAX,CTRI,CTHJ IMPRQC 152 

000744 200 FORMAT(19H INPUT DATA FOLLOWS/ IMPROC 153 
1AH KEY =,14,7H MPwp =,14,7H ICHS =,I4,8H BAKGD =,E14.6.8H VNORM ., IMPROC 154 
2E14.60H TFTAR =,i2 /6H KUT =,I2,6H PAR =,F5.2,6H ICI =,14,6H IC2 = SEP16 1 

3,14,7H InUT =,T4 /8H TIMAX =,F14.6,AH GAUSS =.E14.6,8H TFMAX =9E14. IMPROC 156 
46/7H CTRT =F14.6.7H CTR.1 =E14.6) IMPRQC 157 

000744 GO TnfR07,813,902,205.813),KF_Y IMPRQC 158 
000755 802 PRINT 207,(TAU(I)T =1NELM1) S GO TO 813 IMPROC 159 
000771 207 FORMAT(33H THE INPUTTED TAU(I) FOLLOW BELOW /(5E14.6)) IMPRQC 160 
000771 205 PRINT RlI,(TA(t(I).1 =1,NELM1,2) IMPRQC 161 
001004 PRINT 94 IMPROC 162 
001010 PRINT 817.(TAU(1),1=2,NELM1,2) IMPRQC 163 
001023 813 IF(ICHS1709,2OR.209 IMPRQC 164 
001024 208 PRINT 210,REGAM,EP7RO,TMAX.EMIN IMPRQC 165 
001040 210 FORMATt3Q REGAM,F7PRO,TMAX AND ERIN FOLLOW BELOW /(4E14.6)1 IMPROC 166 
001040 209 TF(IFTAH)211.212,211 IMPROC 167 
001041 212 PRINT 211.GAMMA.EZRO IMPROC 168 
001051 213 FORMAT( AH GAMMA =E14.6,11 AND E7R0 =.E14.6) IMPROC 169 
001,051 AO To 214 IMPRQC 170 
001052 211 PRINT 214 NEXPS ,(TVALS(I),EXPS(I),I =1,NEXPS) IMPRQC 171 
001071 215 FORMAT(SnH TRANSMTTTANCEEXPOSURE TABLE FOLLOWS, WITH NExpS =,I3/ IMPROC 172 

1(2E16.5)) IMPROC 173 
C...THTS IS MAIN PRnGRAM DO /LOOP. IMPROC 174 

001071 214 1O9I =1.Ir2 IMPRQC 175 
001073 II = 1 IMPRQC 176 
001074 9 READ (F) (PA(K1,K =I,LSO) IMPRQC 177 

C PRINT 91K IMPROC 178 
C 915 FORMAT (1X*TnlPNT RCX*) IMPRQC 179 
C PRINT 91n IMPROC 1P0 
C 910 FORMAT( lx* xXXXXXxxx xXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxXXXXXXXXX IMPROC lAI 
C 1XXXX(XXXXXxXXXXXXXXXXXX *1 IMPROC 1A2 
C PRINT 901.(PA(K).K=1LSQ) IMPRQC 1R3 
C 903 FORMAT (lx 16F7.31 IMPROC IA4 
C PRINT 910 IMPRQC 1A5 

001106 4RITF (NUMH) (0A(K),6=1.LSO) IMPRQC 186 
C...THTS WRITES A LnrICAL pECORU OF LSQ IN LENGTH ON SCRATCH TAPE NUMB. IMPROC 187 
r....FOR LATER RECALL (WHEN I = I +11. WHEN RECZALLED. NUMB IS RENAMED IMPRQC 188 
C...AS Ml1Mf4. IMPROC 189 

001120 nO26K1 = I.L. 5 0026K2 = L1L7 IMPRQC 190 
001124 KK = (K2 - 11*L2 K1 IMPROC 191 
001130 26 P(KK) = PA(L =(K)- 1)+K2 -L1 IMPRQC 192 

C... IF 1 = l (FIRST ROW OF HOSES), ONLY OPERATION IS TO TRANSFER P -DATA IMPROC 193 
C...FR)M INPUT TAPE TO TAPE NUMB. WF_ THEN BRANCH TO STMNT 4, IMPROC 194 
C...THF ATH STAN( FROM FAD OF PROGRAM. IMPROC 195 

001141 TF(I- 113.4.3 IMPRQC 196 
001143 3 9F4D (MUAq)(P4(K).K =1 ,L SAT IMPROC 197 

C....READ DATA PREVTfI /SLY STORED ON NUMB. IDENTIFYHING A BOX FROM PREVIOU IMPROC 198 
C.ROw. IMPRQC 199 

00115s nO25K1 =1 ,L S 0025K2 = 1,L IMPROC 200 
001160 KK = (K? 11+11,.2 K1 IMPROC 201 
001164 25 P(KK) = PA(KP (KI 1)AL) IMPROC 202 
001174 PRINT 114 IMPROC 203 
001200 114 FORMAT(66H PEAO DATA PREVIOUSLY STORED ON NUMR, IDENTIFYING PREVI IMPROC 204 

lnuS r,OLUmN) IMPRQC 705 
C... PRINT v(10.(P(K).Ksl,NFLM) IMPROC 706 
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001200 PRINT 115,I.TI IMPROC 207 
001210 115 FORMAT(44H REARRANGE P VALUES AND RECALL PAST Q VALUES/ IMPRQC 208 

112H ROW NUMBER.I3,18H ANO COLUMN NUMBER.I31 IMPROC 209 
001210 IF(IT - 1)6.7.6 IMPROC 210 
00121? 6 00121(1 =.1.L $ .Q012K2 = 1.L2 IMPROC 2)1 
001215 KK s (K2 - 1)4L2 K1 $ KK1 (K2 - 11 *L2 K1 L IMPROC 212 
)01224 P(KK1) = P(KK) IMPROC 213 
)01227 12 P(KK) Q(KK) IMPROC 214 

C...THE P VALUES APE REARRANGED TO THEIR PROPER POSTIIONS. IMPRQC 215 
C PRINT 111.(P(K),Ksì,NELM) IMPROC 216 

001235 GO TO 14 IMPROC 217 
001235 7 I I = -2 IMPRQC 218 
001236 READ (5) (PA(K),K=1,LSQ) IMPROC 219 

C PRINT 91S IMPROC 220 
C PRINT 910 IMPROC 2 21 
C PRINT 901,(P4(K),K=1.LSQ) IMPROC 222 
C PRINT 911 IMPROC 223 

001250 READ (MUMR) (PA(LSC K), K 1,LSQ) IMPRQC ?24 
001262 17 WRITE(NUMR)(PA(K).K =1,LSQ ) IMPROC 225 
001274 D027K1=LI,L2 S.00 ?7K2 = LI,L2 IMPRQC 226 
001300 KK s (K2 - 11»1,2 1(1 IMPRQC 227 
001304 P(KK) = PA(L *(KI - L1) K2 - L) IMPRQC 228 
001312 K3 K2 .. L $ KK3 (K3 - )) *L2 K1 IMPRQC 229 
001316 27 P(KK31 = PA(L *L + L *(K1 - L1) K3) IMPRQC 230 
001332 PRINT 116.101 IMPROC 231 

00134) 116 FORMAT(32H IF ROX ONE IN A GIVEN COLUMN.../ 6H ROW ,13,13H ANO CO IMPRQC 2.32 

1LUMN =,Ia) IMPRQC 233 
C...PRINT 900,(P(K),K=1.NELM) IMPRQC 234 
C PRINT 910 IMPROC 235 
C PRINT 916 IMPROC 2136 

C PRINT 901,(P(K),1(s1.NELM) IMPROC 237 
C PRINT 91n IMPROC 23R 

001341 916 FORMAT (1X *P MATRIX BEFORE SPACED OUT wITH ZEROS *) IMPROC 239 
001341 901 FORMAT (1)(32F4.0) IMPRQC 240 
001341 900 FORMAT(1X.31F4.0 /F5.0) IMPRQC 241 

001341 14 00111(1 = L1.L2 g 0011K2 = 1.12 IMPROC 242 
001344 KK = (K2 - 1) *L2 K1 $ KK1 s (K2 - 1) *L2 + K1 - L IMPROC 243 
001353 11 (1(KK)) = p(KK) IMPROC 244 
001362 917 FORMAT (1x *61 MATRIX *) IMPROC 245 

C PRINT 911 IMPROC 246 
C PRINT 917 IMPROC 247 
(: N1 = 1 IMPROC 248 
C N2 = 16 IMPROC 249 
C D0 920 J=1,37 IMPRQC 250 
C PRINT 902.(Q(K),K =n1,N2) TMPROC ?51 

001367 902 FORMAT (1X16F4.n) IMPROC 252 
C N1 = N7 17 IMPRQC 253 
C 920 N2 = N2 32 IMPRQC 254 

001362 112 FORMAT(1H1 /35H THE CURRENT U. MATRIX FOLLOWS 3FLOv1 /(4F13.Á)) IMPRQC 255 
C...PRINT 900,(011(1.1(=I.NELM) IMPROC 256 
C... NORMALIZE THE TPANSMITANCE VOLTAGES TO ABSOLUIF TRANSMITTANCES IMPROC 257 
C GO In 305 IMPRQC 258 

001362 0O3OKK =1.NELM IMPROC 259 

001361 30 P(KK) = P(KK) /VNORN IMPRQC 760 

C... CONVERT TRANSMITTANCE TO EXPOSURE BY EITHER ASSUMING D = GAMMA X IMPROC 261 
C... LOG E (IFTAH = n) OR HY USING A TABLE (IFTAB NOT ZERO) IMPRQC 262 
C... ALSO, SUHTRACT OFF EXPOSURE DUE TO HACKGRO UND FOG (ASSUMES IMPROC 263 
C... RECIPROCITY. IMPROC 264 

001367 DO31K=1,NFLM IMPROC 265 

001370 A x D(K) IMPROC 266 
00137? CALL DLOGE( IFTAB, r,AMMAEZRO,NEXHS,FXPS.TVALS.A) IMPRQC 267 
001400 31 P(K) = A - FOG IMPRQC 268 
001405 GO TO(304,304,305,305,304).KFY TMPROC 269 
001416 304 SPRMAX =0. * 0O306K =1,NELM $ jF(P(K)- SPHMAX)306,306,307 IMPROC 270 
001424 307 SPRMAX =P(K) IMPRQC 271 

001426 306 CONTINUE IMPROC 272 

001431 PRINT 30P IMPRQC 273 

001434 i09 FORMA-ND-0+41H NORMALIZED DIFFRACTION SPREAD FN FOLLOWS) IMPROC 274 
001434 1031f1(=1.NELM IMPROC 275 
001436 310 P(K)=P(K) /SPRMAX IMPRQC 276 
00144? PRINT 311,(P(K),K =1,NELM) IMPROC 277 

001454 311 FORMAT(1x,32F4.2) IMPROC 770 
001454 CALL COHRECT(L.P) IMPROC 279 
001456 CALL REMAP(L,CTRI.CTRJP.01 IMPROC 7F0 

00146? PRINT 319,(P(K).K =1,NELM) IMPROC 281 

001475 .312 FORMAT(//39H PFMAPREU DIFFRACTION SPREAD FN FOLLOWS /(1X.3264.2)) IMPROC 282 
001476 IF(KEY- 5)105,513n5 TMPROC 7R5 

001477 51 CALL REMAR(L.16.,16.,P,Q) IMPRQC 2R6 

001503 CALL SPAV(L,P) IMPRQC 2R7 

001505 PRINT 93 R PRINT 204.(P(K),K =1,NELM) IMPROC 288 
001574 [04 FORMAT(37H A7TMUTHAL[.Y AVERAGED SPREAD FUNCTION /(1X,32F4.2)) IMPRQC 289 
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001524 CALL REMAP(L,16.,16.,P.Q) 
C... SPACE OUT WITH ZEROS AS DEMANDED BY COMPLEX FORM FOR FAST4 IMPRUC 291 

001530 305 D032KK =1,NELM IMPROC 292 
001532 32 P(NELM12 *KK+1) a p(NELM -KK1) IMPROC 293 
001540 0033KK =I,NELM IMPROC 294 
001541 33 P(24101 s 0. IMPRUC 295 
001545 CALL FAST4(P,MV,INV,S,- I,IFERR) IMPROC 297 
O0155Í GO TO(102,55,5¢,56,55),KEY IMPROC 298 
001562 55 CONORM =SQRT(P(1)*P11)41(2) *P(2)) IMPROC 299 
001567 0057IJ =1,NELM1 IMPROC 300 
001570 TAU(IJ)=P(IJ) /CONORM IMPROC 301 

001572 57 P(IJ) =TALI(IJ) IMPROC 302 
001576 PRINT 93 IMPROC 303 
00160-1 PRINT e11,(TAU(I),I=1,NELM12) IMPROC 304 
001614 !ill =ORMAT(4OH NORMALIZED TRANSFER FUNCTION FOLLOWES, REAL PART/ IMPROC 305 

1(1X,32F4.2)) IMPROC 306 
001614 PRINT 8I2t(TAU(I),I =2,NELM1,2) IMPROC 307 
001627 d12 FORMAT(1H1,48H NORMALIZED TRANSFER FUNCTION FOLLOWS. IMAG PART/ IMPROC 308 

1(1X.32F4.2il IMPROC 309 
001627 Dv21b IJs1.NELM IMPROC 310 
O(1163 KKs2 *IJ -1. IMPROC 311 
001632 216 Q(IJ1= SORT( P( KK)*P(K10P(KK +1) *P(KK11) /P(1) IMPROC 312 
001645 PRINT 93 IMPROC 313 
001650 PRINT 11g,(W(I),Izl,NELM) IMPRUC 314 
001663 119 FORMATl74H MODULUS OF THE OTTDEGRADATION OVER ENTIRE (2L1 *(2L) -OO IMPROC 315 

¡MAIN FOLLOWS BELOW /11)(,3264.21) IMPROC 316 
C... FORM MATRIX OF PURE_ BOOSTS IMPRUC 317 

001669 p09OKCOL =1,L2 x D090KROWs1,L2 IMPROC 318 
001666 INDEX =L2 *(KCOL_11 KROW S Al =1.0 S 42 =0. A 81wO(INDEX) S R 7s0. IMPROC 319 
001677 CALL BOOST(L2.KCOL,KROW, KUT. KUTUP , GAUSS,TFMAX,IFILTER,PARAM.AI,A2 IMPROC 320 

1,81.921 IMPRUC 321 

001713 0(INDEX)sAl IMPRUC 322 
001715 90 CONTINUE IMPROC 373 
001722 PRINT 94 IMPROC 324 
001725 PRINT 91 IMPROC 325 
001731 91 FORMAT(51H MATRIX 0F PORE BOOSTS IMPARTED AT EACH FREQ. FOLLOWS, IMPROC 326 
001731 PRINT 92,(O(I),T=1.NELM) IMPRUC 327 
001744 92 FORMAT(1x,32F4.1) IMPROC 328 
001744 0016nKK =1.NELM S TJ=2 *KK_1 SEP16 3 

001747 160 Q (KK) =QCKK1 *SQR1(TAU(IJ > *TAU(IJ) TAU(IJ +I) *TAU(IJ01)) SEP16 4 

001762 PRINT 93 SEP16 5 

001765 PRINT 161,(Q(11,I =1,NELM) SEP16 6 

002000 161 FORMAT(4gH MATRIX DF NET MTF DUE TO IMAGERY AND RESTORATION /(1X,32 SEP16 7 

1F4.11) SEP16 8 

002000 CALL COHRSPR(L2.P,GAVSS,TFMAX,I FILTER .PARAM,KUT.MV,INV,S,IFERR) IMPROC g29 
002011 CALL REIMAG(MELMI,P.0) SEP18 5 

002016 TF(KFY- 5)162.163,162 SEP18 6 

00202n 163 CALL REmA0(L,16.16.P,Q) S GO TO 164 SEP18 7 

002028 162 CALL REMAP(L,CTRI,CTRJ.P.Q) SEP18 8 

002031 1b4 PRINT 93 SEP18 9 
002035 PRINT 905.(P(1),Is1,NELM) IMPROC 333 
002050 PRINT 94 IMPROC 334 

002054 0021KK =1,NELM IMPROC 335 
002056 21 P(KK1 =P(KK+NFLM) IMPRUC 336 
002063 CALL REMAP(L,CTRI.CTRJ,P,Q) IMPRUC 337 
002067 PRINT 906.(P(I),Is1,NELM) IMPRUC 338 
00210? 102 CONORM =1.0 IMPROC 339 
002103 KEYs3 IMPROC 340 
002105 REWIND NUMH IMPRUC 341 

002107 REWIND MUMN IMPROC 342 
002111 GO TO 50 IMPROC 343 
00211? 56 GO TO(805,8O5.805,102,805),KEY IMPROC 344 
002123 120 FORMAT(59H NON_NORMALIZED AERIAL IMAGE SPECTRAL SERIFS VALUES FOLL IMPROC 345 

10W/11H wTTH Row .13,13H ANU COLUMN =,131 IMPROC 346 
002123 111 FORMAT(1H1 /35H THE CURRENT P MATRIX FOLLOWS 4FLOw /(4F13.6)) IMPROC 347 

C... DIVIDE EACH IMAGE SPECTRAL VALUE BY PREVIOUSLY GENERATED MATRIX IMPROC 348 
C... OF OTF- VALUES, TAU(T)I =1,NELMI, THROUGHOUT RECTANGULAR IMPROC 349 

D C... REGIONS DEFINE PV PROCESSING RANDWIUTHS KUT AND KUTUP, WHERE IMPRUC 350 
C... KUT IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO L, AND KUTUP =L2 -KUT -1 IMPRUC 351 

002123 005 CONTINUE IMPROC 352 
C PRINT 816.(P(1),1z1,NELMI,21 IMPROC 353 

002123 616 FORMAT( //34H IMAGE SPECTRUM FOLLOWS, REAL PART /(1X,32F4.2)) IMPROC 354 
C PRINT 817.(P(I1.I_,LM1.2) 2NE IMPROC 355 

002123 017 FORMAT( //33H IMAGE SPECKRUM FOLLOWS,IMAG PART /(1X,3264.2)) IMPRUC 356 
002123 0040KCOLm1.L7 R Do40KRUw =1,L2 IMPROC 357 
002126 1 NOEX =2 *L2 *(KCOL- Ï)2 *(KROw -1) +1 S JNDIX=INOEX +1 IMPROC 358 
002137 CALL $OOST(L?,KCOL.KROw,KUT, KUTUP, GAUSS ,TFMAX,IFILTER,PARAM,PIINDE IMPRUC. 359 

1X1. P(JNUEX),TAU(INDEx),TAU(JNDEX)) IMPRUC 360 

002164 40 CONTINUE IMPRUC 361 
C PRINT 7.8.(P(T),1s1,NELM1,2) IMPRUC 362 

002171 28 FORMAT(4 ?H REAL PART OF P(I1 QIIOTIFNT MATRIX FOLLOWS /(16F8.5)) IMPROC 363 
C PRINT 29.(P(T),T 5,NELM1,2) IMPROC 364 

IMPRUC 449 
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002171 

002171 
002175 
002201 

29 FORMAT(41H IMAG PART OF P(I) QUOTIENT MATRIX FOLLOWS /(16FR.S1) 
C... CALL POUT(8.64,P) 
C.,. THIS MATHTx SHnuLD ONLY HAVE =UT GROUPS OF KUT ELEMENTS WHICH ARF 
C... N0N -ZFRO. 

CALL FAST4(P.MV,INV,S. +1,IFERR) 
PRINT 127 

122 FORMAT(42H UNwEIGHTEU SPATIAL RECONSTRUCTION FOLLOWS) 
C CALL POUT(H,64,P) 

IMPROC 
IMPROC 
IMPROC 
IMPROC 
IMPROC 
IMPROC 
IMPROC 
IMPROC 

365 
366 
367 
358 
370 
371 
372 
373 

C.... RECONTSTRUCTION MATRIX IS NOW DIVIDED Hy PROPER WEIGHTING COEFF- IMPROC 374 
C... ICIENTS. ALSO. MAxTMUM VALUE OF EXPOSURE IS FnUND. IMPROC 375 

002201 FMAX=0. 4 EPMAX =0. $ IST:O IMPROC 976 
002204 0072KOL =LFIRSI,LAST1 IMPROC 377 
002206 D072KROW =LFIRS7,LAST? IMPROC 37R 
00221n INDEX = a *L2*(K0L -1) + 2*(KR0W - 1) 1 IMPROC 379 
002217 IST =IST +1 IMPROC 3P0 

C...THUS,ONLYU THE RFAL PARTS OF RFOUIRED P- NUMBERS ARE EXAMINED) IMPROC 3041 

00222n 74 A = P(INnFx) IMPROC 3042 

C... FACH P -VALUE IS Now DIVIDED HY REQUIRED FACTOR L7XL? IMPROC 383 
0022 ?7 CALL COEFF(L?.KOL.KROw,A) IMPROC 3R4 
002225 P NtnEx) = A IMPROC 3R5 

C... P(INDEX) VALUES ARF STORED AS (TRANSF(I),I =1,LSQ) IMPROC 346 
002227 TRANSF(IST1 =A IMPROC 387 
002231 IF(P(INDFX)- EMAX)77,72.45 IMPROC 388 
002233 45 EMAx = P(TNOFx) IMPROC 389 
002235 72 CONTINUE IMPROC 390 
002242 PRINT 113, EMAx IMPROC 391 
002250 113 FORMAT(7H EMAx =,V14.6) IMPROC 392 
00225n TFfEM4X- FMAXMX1100,100r1n1 IMPROC 393 
002253 101 FMAXMX=EMAx IMPROC 394 

C... RECONSTRUCTION FXPOSURES ARE NOW DISTORTED SO THAT THE RESULTING IMPROC 395 
C... TRANSMITTANCE IS PR0PRO1IONAL TOTHE ORIGINAL EXPOSURE. THE D -LOGE IMPROC 396 
C... CURVE FOR THE OUTPUT PLATE IS USED. IMPROC 997 
C... ALL EXPOSURES LESS THAN A SPECIFIED EMIN ARE SET EQUAL To IMPROC 396 
C... EMIN. THIS KEEPS F %POSURES ON LINEAR REFION OF D -LOGE CURVE. IMPROC 399 
C... AVOWS NEGATIVE EXPCSURES, HwjCH ARE UNPHYSICAL. AND PREFFNTS IMPROC 400 
C... AN INFINITE REQUIRED VALUE FOR A DISTORTED E wHENTHE RECONSTRUCTION IMPROC 401 
C... IDENTICALLY ZFRD. UNFORTUNATELY, THE P LATE TRANSMITTANCE IS IMPROC 402 
C... THEN NEVER 7FRo. IMPROC 403 

002255 100 IF(ICHS)A4,66,64 IMPROC 404 
002256 66 0073KOL = LFTRS.LAST IMPROC 405 
002260 0073KR0W = LFTRS,LAST IMPROC 406 
00226? INDEx = a *L ?*(KOL -11 2 *(KROW -1) + 1 IMPROC 407 
002271 IF(P(INUFx)- EMTN147,85,85 IMPROC 408 
002274 47 P(INDEx) = EMIN IMPROC 409 
002276 85 P(INDEX) a (( TMAX /EMAX) *P(INDEx))4*(- 1. /RFGAM) IMPROC 410 
002306 P(INDEX) = P(1NDEX)*EPZRO IMPROC 411 
002310 !F(P(INOFx)- EPMAX)73,73r48 IMPROC 412 
002313 48 EPMAX s P(INOEX) IMPROC 413 
002315 73 CONTINUE IMPROC 4)4 
002322 130 FORMAT(3QH RESTORED EXPOSURE VALUES FOLLOW BELOW) IMPROC 415 
002322 PRINT 13 IMPROC 416 

ç CALL POUT(8,64,P) IMPROC 417 
C... THESE VALUES OF EXPOSURE MUST NOw RE MADE INTO INTEGERS, IMPROC 418 
C... HAVING, MAxTMUM VALUE OF TIMAX (LESS THAN 999.). THIS IS MADE IMPROC 419 
C... POSSIHLF, qy SOLVING FOR A kE41UIRED IRRAOIANCEWHIC,H CAUSES IMPROC 420 
C... THE EXPOSURE JOINTLY WITH THE TIME. THE FINAL P- VALUES IMPROC 471 
C... ARE THEN IN SECONDS OF TIME. JTHE ACCURACY OF THIS IMPROC 422 
C.:. PROCEDURE IS AFFECTED BY RECIPROCITY FAILURE. IMPROC 423 
C... RFQAUTRED IRRAD7ANCF VLLUE FOLLOWS. IMPROC 474 
C... TIME EXPOSURE VALUES FOLLOW IN INREGER FORMAT. IMPROC 425 

002375 64 WRITF(I0UT)(TRANSF(K),K =1,LSO) IMPROC 426 
C PRINT 500, (TRANSF(K),K =1,LSQ) IMPROC 427 

002337 500 FORMAT (5XAE12.3) IMPROC 428 
002337 4 II = II 1 IMPROC 429 
002341 13 IF(II - TC1)9,9.1n IMPROC 430 
002344 10 REWIND NUMB IMPROC 431 
002346 REWIND MI)MB IMPROC 432 
002350 LOMB = MUMS $ M(INR = NUMB IMPROC 433 
002353 5 NUMB = LAMS IMPROC 434 
002356 REWIND NUMB IMPROC 435 
002360 REWIND )OUT IMPROC 436 
00236? PRINT 500, TTMAX,FMAXMX IMPROC 437 
00237? 00400MM =1.NH0XFS IMPROC 438 

002374 
C IF (MM.E0. 1) PRINT 502. (P(K),6=1.LSQ) 

READ (IOUT)(P(K),K1,LSQ) s 

IMPROC 
IMPROC 

439 
440 

002406 b02 FORMAT (5 %*HnX NUMBER 1 °/(5XE12.3)) IMPROC 441 
002406 00201NN =1,LSQ IMPROC 442 

C IF (MM.E0. 1) PRINT 502, (P(K),K=1,LSQ) IMPROC 443 
002410 201 P(NN)=P(NN) *TIMAX /EMAXMX IMPROC 444 
002415 CALL ROWNOF(LS0,NEGPOS,P.JTIME) SEPIA 10 

C IF (MM .FQ. 1) PRINT 501. (JTIME(I),I =1,LSQ) IMPROC 446 
002420 400 WRITF(NUMH)(JTIME(I),Ia1,LSQ) IMPROC 447 
002435 REWIND IOUT IMPROC 448 
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002437 

002441 
002445 
002447 
002461 

REWIND NUMR 
C... NUMB NOW CONTAINS THE INTEGER RESTORATION, TRANSFERRAL TO TOUT 
C... MUST FOLLOW. 

PRINT 93 
00402MM =1,NROXES 
READ(NUMR)(JTIME(T),I =1,LSG) 
WRITE (InUT)(JTIME(I),I =1 +LSO) 

C... TOUT NOW CONTAINS THE FINAL INTEGER RESTORATION. 
C PRINT 401,MM,(JTIMF(1),I =1,LS0) 

IMPROC 
IMPROC 
IMPROC 
IMPROC 
IMPROC 
IMPROC 
IMPROC 
IMPROC 
IMPROC 

449 
450 
451 
452 
453 
454 
455 
456 
457 

002473 403 EORMAT(35H INTEGER RESTORATION FOR BOX NUMBER,13,14H FOLLOWS BELOW IMPROC 458 
1/(16I411 IMPROC 459 

402473 402 CONTINUE IMPROC 460 
002476 501 FORMAT (5)(91614) IMPROC 461 
002476 ENO IMPROC 462 

SUBROUTINE CORPSPR(L2.P, GAUSS+ TFMAX +IFILTER,PARAM,KUTMVTNV,S.IFE IMPROC 463 
1RR) IMPROC 464 

000016 DIMENSION P(1),MVfl) +INV(1) +S(1) IMPROC 465 
000016 NELM =L2*L2 $ NFLMla2NELM IMPROC 466 
000020 KUTUP =L2 -KUT.1 IMPROC 467 
000021 n0903IJ1 =1L L? 2 * Do903IJ2 =1+ IMPROC 468 
000026 INDEX =2NL2M(fJ1- 11+2*(IJ2 -1).1 S JNOEX =INDEX +1 IMPROC 469 
000036 91=P(INDEX) 6 R2 =P(JNDEX) S 41 =1.0 $ A2 =0. IMPROC 470 
000045 CALL BOOST(L2,IJ1,IJ2 +KUT, KUTUP, GAUSS ,TFMAX,IFILTER,PARAM,A1,A2, IMPROC 471 

1111021 IMPROC 472 
00006? 0(INOEX)=A1 IMPROC 473 
000070 903 P(JNOEX) =A? SEP16 9 
000077 PRINT 1,(P(I1,1 =1,NE01.21 SEP16 10 
000114 1 FORMAT(37H MATRIX OF BOOST To REAL PART FOLLOWS /(1X,32F4.111 SEPIA 11 
000114 PRINT 2,(P(I).1 =2,NELM1 +2) SEP16 12 
00013; 2 FORMAT(37H MATRIX OF BOOST TO IMAG PART FOLLOWS /(1X +32F4.11) SEPIA 12 
000135 CALL FAST4(P,MV,INV,S, +1.IFERR) S PMAX =0. IMPROC 475 
000150 DO9IGIJ =1,NELM1 $ IF(ABS(PIIJ))- PMAX)910,910,915 IMPROC 476 
000161 915 PMAX =P(IJ) IMPROC 477 
000164 910 CONTINUE IMPROC 479 
000167 n0904IJ =1.NFLM1 IMPROC 479 
000170 904 P(IJ) =P(1J) /PMAX IMPROC 480 
000174 PRINT 3,(P(I),T =1,NELM1) SEP16 15 
00021? 3 FORMAT( ////48H MATRIX OF COMPLETE CORRECTING SPREAD FN FOLLOWS /( SEP16 16 

11X.32F4.9/2X,12F4,2)) SEP16 17 
00021? RETURN S END IMPROC 4A1 

SUBROUTINE RO.INDF(LSO+NEGPOS,P,JTIMEI SEP18 13 
C... IF NFGPOS=o+ A NEGATIVE INPUT IS ASSUMED. OTHERWISE A POSITIVE. SEP18 14 

000007 nTMENSION P(1).JT1ME(1) IMPROC 41;3 
000007 101I=1+LS0 % IF(P(1))5,5,4 IMPROC 4R4 
000012 5 JTIMF(I)_1 A G0 TO 1 IMPROC 4R5 
000015 4 IP=P(I) R xP:TP S TF(P(I)-XP-.5)22.3 IMPROC 486 
000025 2 1F(IP)6,R,7 IMPROC 4R7 
0000?7 6 JTIMF(I)s1 ß Go Tn 1 IMPROC 488 
00003? 7 JTIMF(I)=TP 4 G0 TO I IMPROC 4R9 
000035 3 JTIMF(I)=TP.1 IMPROC 490 
00004n 1 CONTTNUE IMPROC 491 
000043 TF(NFGPOC)9.Ri9 SEP18 15 
000044 9 DOIOT=1,LSO 5E1718 16 
000046 10 .1TIMF(I)=100JTIMF(1) SEPI8 17 
00005? B RETURN $ END SEPIA 18 

SUBROUTINE RFMeP(L.CTRI.C.TRJ,P,61) IMPROC 493 
000010 nIMENSIOn p(1).0(1) TMPROC 494 
000010 1.2=2aL S TCTR_CTR1 S JCTN=CTRJ IMPROC 495 
000013 nOIT=1,L7 x xT=r IMPROC 496 
000016 n01J=1.L 5 xJsJ IMPROC 497 
000021 INDEX=L2a(1-1).J IMPROC 498 
0000?4 TF(XT-CTR1)?.23 IMPROC 499 
000027 2 TF(XJ-CTRJ)4.4,6 IMPROC 500 
000037 4 .JNDEx=L2a(IL?-ICTR-1)J+L2-JCTN IMPROC 501 
000041 g0 Tn 10 IMPROC 502 
000041 3 TF(XJ-CTRJ)R,R,9 IMPROC 503 
000044 6 INDEX=L2+(IL?-ICTR-1)J-JCTR IMPROC 504 
000051 r.0 TO 10 IMPROC 505 
000051 8 JNDEX=L2_u(I-ICTR-1).L2-JCTRJ IMPROC 506 
000061 GO TO 10 IMPROC 507 
00006? 9 JNOEx=L2n(I-TCTR-1)J-JCTR IMPROC 508 
000070 10 7(JNnEx)ep(INDEX) IMPROC 509 
000073 1 CONTINUE IMPROC 510 
00010n NELM=4+L+.1_ IMPROC 511 
000101 n0 5T=1,NFLM IMPROC 512 
000104 5 o(I)=O(I) TMPROC 513 
000111 RETURN S FND IMPROC 514 
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SUBROUTINE R00ST(L2,KCOL,KROW,KUT,KUTUPGAUSS,TFMAXIFILTER,PARAM IMPROC 515 
1A1.A28102) IMPROC 516 

C... KUT s L FOR FULL BANDWIDTH COMPENSATION IMPROC 517 
000020 NELMmL2*L2 IMPROC 518 
000021 IF(KCOLKUT)20.20.21 IMPROC 519 
0T0024 20 IF(KROW-KUT)22,22,23 IMPROC 520 
000026 22 KUADm1 S GO TO 30 IMPROC 521 
00003p 23 IF(KROW-KUTUP)242425 SEP19 20 
000032 25 KUADm2 $ GO To 30 SEP16 18 
000034 21 IF(KCOL-KUTUP)24?426 SEP19 21 
000036 26 1F(KROw-KUT)27,27,8 IMPROC 525 
000040 27 KUA0s4 S GO To 3n SEP16 19 
000042 28 IF(KROW-KUTUP)24,24,29 SEP19 22 
000044 29 KUADs3 $ GO TO-30 IMPROC 528 
000046 24 41mA?m0. IMPROC 529 
v0u051 RETURN IMPROC 530 
000051 30 CALL DIVS(A1,A2,810B2,GAUSS,TFMAX,NELM) IMPROC 531 
00006? CALL FILTER(L2,IFILTER,PARAM,KUT,KUAD.KCOL.KROw,A1,A2) IMPROC 532 
000077 RETURN $ ENO IMPROC 533 

SUBROUTINE DIVS(AT,A2,81.82,Z,R,NELM) IMPROC 534 
C... 0 = EXP(_J* PHASEI *I *(1EXP((MOOTAU /Z1 * *21 OVER MOD TAU IMPROC 535 
C... WHERE PHASE IS THE PHASE OF THE OTF. IMPROC 536 
C... R IS MAXIMUM ALLOWED GAIN FACTOR IMPARTED TO ANy IMAGE SPECTRAL IMPROC 537 
C... VALUE. 7 IS THE GAUSS CONSTANT IN THE EXPONENT OF THE FORM FACTOR IMPROC 538 
C... THIS DETERMINES WiDTH OF EACH MISSING -FREQUENCIES -HAND CENTERED IMPROC 539 
C... AROUT EACH ZERO IN THE MTF. IMPROC 540 

00001? DEN s 81 *81 8208? IMPROC 541 
000014 IF(DEN /(7 *7)- .1E06)1.2,2 IMPROC 542 
00002n 1 AIsO. $ A? =0. R RETURN IMPROC 543 
00002? 2 FACTOR m 1.FXP(..DEN /(Z *21) IMPROC 544 
000033 IF(FACTOP /(S(RT(OF(0)- B)3,4,4 IMPROC 545 
000044 4 IF(ARS(81) -.1E- 06)5.5,6 IMPROC 546 
Q00047 5 COS =0. S SINII, S GO TO 7 IMPROC 547 
000052 6 C=SOPT(1. +(82 /R1) *(R2/81)) S COS =1. /C $ SIN =82 /(R1 *C) IMPROC 548 
000066 7 All= (A1 *C0S +A2àSIN1 *B S A21 m (A2 *COS -A1 *SIN) *B IMPROC 549 
000074 A1=A11 S A2=A21 S RETURN IMPROC 550 
000077 3 A11 = (A1 *81 A2 *82) /DEN IMPROC 551 
000102 A21 = (A2 *81 Al *R21 /DEN IMPROC 552 
000105 A1=A11 *FACTOR g A2 m A21 *FACTOR IMPROC 553 
000110 RETURN IMPROC 554 
000110 END IMPROC 955 

SUBROUTINE FILTER(L2, IFILTER .PARAM,KUT,KUAD.I,J,41,A2) SEP16 ?O 
C... KUT MUST NOT EXCEED L FOR CORRECT FILTERING OF SHARPENING TYPE IMPROC 557 
C... (IFILTERm ?) OP CORNER TYPE (IFILTER =3) IMPROC 558 
C... IF IFILTERm2, PARAM MUST EXCEED -1. AVOIDS A DIV. 1 /0. SEP13 2 

C... A VALUE TFTLTFR =1 CALLS FOR NO FILTERING OF THESE TYPES IMPROC 559 
000014 IF(IFILTFR- 2)R,9,9 IMPROC 560 
00001E A RETURN IMPROC 561 
090017 9 XK =KUT IMPROC 562 
000021 ßO TO(1,2,3,4),KUAn IMPROC 563 
000030 1 xI =I -1 $ XJ =J -1 S GO TO 5 SEP10 I 
000035 2 XI =I -1 S XJe1 -j1 $ GO TO 5 SEP19 23 
000042 3 XI =L2 -I +1 x XJ2L2 -j.1 $ GO To 5 SEP19 ?4 
000050 4 xI =L ? I +l K xJ =J1 SEP19 25 
000055 5 TF(IFILTFR- 2)R,6,7 IMPROC 568 
000060 6 A =(XT *XI.XJ *XJ) /(2. *XK *XK) SEP10 S 
000064 F =1. /(1..PARAM*A) SEP10 6 
000067 A1=A1 *F $ A? =A ? *F 4 RETURN IMPROC 572 
000074 7 A =1.- (XI /xK) **pARAN IMPROC 573 
000101 R =1. ..(XJ /XK)* *PARAM IMPROC 574 
000106 C=(A *8) * *(1. /PARAM) IMPROC 575 
000114 Al =Al *C R A2 =A2 *C $ RETURN IMPROC 576 
000120 ENO IMPROC 577 

SUBROUTINE RETMAG(NELMI,P.Q) SEP19 19 
000006 n!MENSIUN P(1),0(1) SEPIA PO 

C... PACKS THE PEAL PARTS INTO P(1)- P11024), IMAG PARTS IN P(10 25) OW) SEPIA 21 
000006 NELM =NELM1 /2 SEPIA 22 
000007 DO1KK =I.NELM $ K2s2 *KK SEPIR 23 
00001? 1 t(KK) =P(K ?) SEP18 24 
000017 r)07KK =1,NELM $ K1 =2 *(KK -1)+1 SEP18 25 
000022 2 2(KK) =P(K)) SEP18 ?6 
000077 n03KK =1,NFLM c K1 =NELMKK SEPIA 77 
000031 3 P(K1) =U(KK) SEP18 78 
00003E RETURN $ 79 
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SUMROUTINF DLOGE( IFTAB ,GAMMA,EZHO,NEXPS,EXPS,TVALS,A) IMPROC 584 
000012 nIMENSION EXPS(1),TVALS(1) IMPROC 585 

C... POTNTS.(TVALS(I),FxPS(I)) ARF ASSUMED INPUTTED WITH EXPS(I) IMPRDC 586 
C... MNONOTONTCALLY INCpEASING SO THAT TVALS(I) MONOTONICALLY DECREASES IMPROC 587 
C...IFTAR INDICATES wHTHEP D AND E APE CONNECTED VIA SIMPLY IMPROC 588 
C... D = GAMMA X LöG (E /EZRO) (IFTAB a 0) OR IF, INSTEAD, D ANO E ARE IMPRDC 589 
C... CnNNECGED RY A TAR (IFTAB NOT ZERO). IMPROC 540 

000017 TF(IFTAB)2,1,2 IMPROC 591 
000011 1 A = (A440(-1. /GAMMA)) *EZRO IMPROC 592 

C... A IS NOW AN EQUIVALENT EXPOSURE ON BASIS OF LINEAR 0 /LOGE PELA. IMPROC 543 
000021 RETURN IMPROC 594 
000022 2 n03I =1,NFXPS $ IF(A- TVALS(I))3,4,4 IMPROC 545 
000030 4 TF(I- I)6.6.5 IMPROC 596 
000033 6 A=FXPS(1) C RETURN IMPROC 597 
00003E 3 CONTINUE IMPROC 59$ 
000041 A a EXPS(rEXPS) IMPRDC 549 
000043 RETURN IMPROC 600 
000044 5 XI =I $ 01 =- 4L_na10(TVALS(I -1)) a D2 =- ALOGIO(TVALS(I)) IMPROC 601 
000066 xLOGF1 =ALn(+ln(FxPS(I 1)1 S XLOGE2 =ALOGIO(EXPS(I)) IMPROC 602 
000107 SLOPE =(X)nGE2- x(OGF1) /(02 D1) $ 0 =- ALOGln(A) IMPRDC A)3 

C... LINEAR INTERP nLATTON ASSUMEn VALID BETWEEN PTS 1 AND 2 ON IMPROC 604 
C... H ANC) D CURVE. IMPROC 605 

000116 xLOGF=SLnPE4(0- D11 +XLOGE1 IMPRDC 606 
0001 ?2 A = 10.4*(XLOGE) IMPROC A07 
0001 ?7 RETURN $ END IMPROC 6n$ 

SUNRnUTINE COFFF(L200L,KROW.A) IMPROC 
000007 A = A/(L/aL2) IMpROC 
000012 RETURN IMPROC 
000013 =NO IMPROC 

609 
ó10 
All 
612 

SURRnUTINF SPRIN(L.RADIUS,TAIJ) SPRIN 2 
C... GENERAlES A PTLLROx SPREAD FUNC1ION, STORED IN TA(1(I), OF SPEC RAD SPRIN 3 

00000A nIMENSION TAU(1) SPRIN 4 
000006 HELM=4aL4+L ß L2_=2aL $ xL=L S CT4=XL+.5 SPRIN 5 
000015 101I=1.Lo $ X=T SPRIN 6 
000017 nn1J=1,L? > Y=,J SPRIN 7 
000022 TNDFx=L2a(I-1)+J SPRIN R 
00002c nIST=SQkT((x-CTR)aa? 4 (Y-CTR)a42) SPRIN 9 
000034 TF(DTST-pAPIUS12,1,3 SPRIN 10 
000041 2 TAU(TNUEx)=1.n c GO TO I SPRIN 11 
000044 3 TAU(TNUEti)=0. SPRIN 12 
000044 1 CONTTN(!F_ SPRIN 13 
000051 PETURN $ FUi) SPRIN 14 

S(JRROUTINF SPAV(L,P) 
00000c nIMErdSION P(1),LOr(128) 
000nnc NELM=4aLaL $ L1=L-1 R L2=24L $ XL=L $ CTR=XL+.5 
00001= n02IRAD=1.L1 
00001A SUM=n, $ K=0 $ PAn=IRAD 
000021 nO1T=1.L5 s x=T 
0000?1 n01.J=1,L, ¢ Y=J 
000026 TNnEx=L2a(I-11+J 
000031 RHn=ct)RT((x-rTp)aa? (Y-CTR)aa2) 
000040 IF(A5S(kH0-kA0)-.5)30,1 
000047 3 cUM=cUM+a(INnFx) 
00005? K=K+1 $ LOC(K)=INnEx 
0000$4 1 CONTTNUE 
000061 xK=K $ AVG=SUM/XK 
000066 n04ITs1,K 
000057 TNOEx=LOr(I1) 
000071 4 0(TNOFX)=AVr 
00007C 2 pRTNT 5,TRAD,(LOC(T),I=1,K) 
000116 5 FO4MAT(11H Fop IRAO =,I4,15H THE LOC(I) ARE/(3214)) 
000116 RETURN S END 

SURRnUTINF COPPECTIL,P) 
00000s nIMENSION P O).N(301 

C... CORRECTS THE 11 SCANNING ERRORS IN THE SPREAD FN OF OEFOC EXP 
000004 DATA((N(T),I =1.22) = 3,5,5,20,6. 2.6,6, ?8,9,12.19,29,2n, ?9475,2, 

175.1=.30.11,37,1) 
00000$ SUM =n. S XL =L c NELM =44L4L 
00001? 7O1I =1,L 
000013 1 SUM =SUM +P(I) 

000017 AVG =C(JM /XL 
000021 n02I= 1,21,? A J =I +1 4 K =N(I) $ M =N(J1 $ IMDEx =3 ?a(K -1)+M 

000033 2 ottNnEÁ)_t1G 
00004n PRINT 3,(P(K),K =1,nELM) 
000053 3 F0RMAT(41H CfPPFCTFP SPREAD FUNCTION MATRIX FOLLOWS /(1X,32F4.2)) 

000051 RETURN $ FNO 
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Programs for computer -controlled scan and display system 

As described in Chapter II, the present system will be modified by 

the introduction of the Hewlett- Packard 2115A Digital Computer as an ex- 

ecutive control system. Current plans do not call for any changes in the 

mechanical aspects of film scanning and recording operations. The inten- 

tion is simply to make the present system work much more satisfactorily. 

No extensive programming effort is therefore planned. 

With the aid of H -P manuals, we have learned how to transfer data in 

and out of the computer memory using machine language (binary). Binary pro- 

grams have been written and tested. The programs read binary characters 

from punched paper tape into selectable locations in the computer memory, 

or take computer words from any section of memory and punch them out on 

paper tape. Because we do not yet have the appropriate hardware to effect 

magnetic tape input- output operations, we are presently unable to test the 

corresponding programs. An interface card (hardware), which will couple 

the HP computer to our Kennedy 1400IR tape recorder, was received from 

Hewlett- Packard in September 1969. 

As noted in Chapter II, a new display technique is in development. 

To obtain photographic renditions of processed and unprocessed scanned im- 

ages, we shall use a CRT display. A computer program will be required to 

read sampled transmission (exposure) values from the Kennedy tape recorder, 

to position the electron beam at the corresponding location on the CRT face, 

and to switch on the beam for a time period proportional to the transmission 

value. Provided that there are no serious timing incompatibilities among 

the tape recorder, computer, and CRT output interface, we expect to have 

data transfer programs fully tested shortly after receipt of the necessary 

hardware. 

Further programming will be needed in the more distant future when we 

have the necessary hardware to control the film reading operation with the 

digital computer. This is not extensive, however, since it involves only 

the sending and receiving of flag pulses between the computer and the mechan- 

ical scanner or the computer and the voltmeter- magnetic tape recorder sys- 

tem. We foresee no problem with the software aspects of this control 

operation. 
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IV, PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS IN PROCESSING 

By early 1969, tests of the various subsystems of our processing facil- 

ity had indicated sufficient reliability to allow a complete run -through of 

the entire system. The first such test, the discussion of which forms the 

content of this section, was an attempt to improve the defocused image of a 

letter "R." 

Preparation and calibration of test transparency 

The original subject for this experiment was a black letter "R" printed 

on a white background. The binary subject was photographed on 35 -mm Panatomic- 

X film over a broad range of exposures to give a collection of transparencies 

consisting of clear "R's" on gray backgrounds of varying density. These "R's" 

could now serve as binary "objects" of varying contrast, from which degraded 

images might be formed. The degraded image thus had as its object a white 

letter "R" on a gray background. This object is shown in Fig. 7. 

Fig. 7. Object scene used in expetiments. 

A Simmon Omega D2 enlarger, fitted with a bellows extension permitting 

demagnification, was used to form a defocused image of the letter "R" on the 

emulsion of a medium- contrast 2x2 -in. glass slide. After an 8 -sec exposure 

through a neutral density filter (N.D. =2), the "R" transparency was removed 

from the enlarger and a pinhole transparency was put in its place. This con- 

sisted of a 100-pm pinhole in an otherwise opaque metallic foil. Then, with 

the enlarger conjugates, aperture, and light source at the same settings, 

several defocused images of this pinhole were formed on the emulsion, adja- 

cent to the latent defocused image of the "R." Exposures of 8, 16, and 32 

sec, without any neutral density filter in the optical path, were used. The 

image shown in Fig. 8 was the one chosen to be processed. In addition, the 

image of a step wedge transparency was recorded on a second glass slide (4 sec, 
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N.D. =1) by the enlarger, at approximately the same conjugates. The two slides 

were developed together for 4 min in 1:1 D -11. 

Fig. 8. Expetú.men,ta?.ey btwUCed image o6 the 
object in Fig. 7. 

The illuminance levels in the aerial image of the original step wedge 

had been measured with the Densicron. The corresponding transmission read- 

ings of the wedge image formed in the enlarger were obtained by scanning the 

wedge with the digital image analyzer in its optional, continuous -read mode. 

In this mode, the y -axis motor drives the plate carriage continuously, so 

that the output current of the PMT varies continuously with the local trans- 

mittance of the transparency being scanned. The PMT signal was amplified 

and was used to drive a recorder. From the resultant trace, the relative 

transmittance of various exposure levels in the calibrating step wedge was 

found. Accordingly, we were able to accurately relate a measured transmission 

value obtained from the digital image analyzer to a corresponding exposure 

in the aerial image. Such data are required for a run of program IMPROC. 

Scanning the degraded image 

With the demagnification used in the Omega enlarger, the in -focus im- 

age of the object letter "R" stood 12.8 mm high; the width of the vertical 

shaft was 2 mm. The diameter of the experimental spread function was 2.4 mm. 

Accordingly, a square sampling aperture with a 200 -pm width at the film plane 

was chosen, with a center -to- center spacing of 210 pm between samples. This 

provided approximately 10 samples across the shaft of the in -focus "R," a 

sufficient number to provide a very high quality picture in the event that 

the restoration procedure was completely successful. 

To provide some feeling for the degree to which the sampling procedure 

affected the image, we show in Fig. 9 a sampled version of Fig. 7. Fig.9 was 

obtained by scanning the transparency of Fig. 7 with the digital analyzer and 

then displaying the scan digitally. The several digital levels have been 
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shaded with crayons and photographed to give this picture. The desired effect 

is partially distorted by the "slipping" of lines in the scan. Since no pro- 

cessing of this scan was required, these slips were not corrected. 

Fig. 9. Sampled venzion Fig. 7, obtained 
by bampt,í.ng Fig. 7 with the dig.í.tat 
4 canneh. and d.íotaying the d.í,s cnete 
data. Numeh.ows tine bt.í.ps, cawed 
by .í.mpeh6ec.t 3canning, cvice appcvicen,t. 

The quality of the scan of the defocused letter "R" was checked by the 

CDC 6400 computer with the preliminary programs discussed earlier. The re- 

sulting digital printout is shown in Fig. 10. The nine gray levels shown 

digitally have been rendered more perceptible by shading the various levels 

with felt pens of different colors and photographing the result. Six shad- 

ings are shown here: 1, 2 -3, 4, 5 -6, 7 -8, and 9. The display was intended 

to indicate whether or not any scanning errors, such as slipped lines and 

shifted margins, had occurred. This printout, achieved after the correction 

of three parity errors in a total of 10,000 sample points, seems to show that 

the scanner was working very well. No shifted lines or blocks of data are 

apparent. However, since the image'is blurred, would a shift of a few points 

per line be observable? Indeed, there is now evidence that many such shifts 

did occur. Ironically, it is the restored version of Fig. 10 that shows the 

line slippages! This is discussed in more detail on page 46, paragraph 1. 

Fig. 10. Sampted veh.sion o Fig. 8, obtained 
by z ampting Fig. 8 with the dig.í,tat 

"'canner/. and d,íotaying the da cJcete 
data. Numehow tine ótio occufviced 

but they ate obbcuned by the btun 
in the R. 

The scan of the experimental spread function was done also with the 

200 -um- square aperture, the spacing between samples being 210 pm. This pro- 

vided 12 samples across the full diameter of the spread function. 
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Upon printing out the taped spread function, we were surprised to find 

that (a) it was decidedly asymmetrical, with the maximum values of radiance 

far off center, and (b) radiance values near the edge were generally greater, 

by some 20%, than those near the center. We cannot yet explain (a) very well, 

but (b) is probably due to the photographic adjacency effect. While photo- 

graphing the images, nearly ideal conditions existed for producing an adjacency 

effect. First, the edge of the defocused point image, which has an abrupt 

falloff in radiance, was laid directly upon the film. Second, during develop- 

ment of the point image photograph, it was not possible to adequately circu- 

late developer solution about the photograph. 

In Fig. 13b we show a playback on the digital analyzer of the defocused 

image (Fig. 8) of the letter "R" as measured by the scanner. This is a 96 X 

96 array played back in the same way it was scanned -- 200 -um squares spaced 

at 210 pm. Certain gross slips caused by asynchronous motions of the plate 

scanner and the tape recorder are apparent. If these are ignored, the pic- 

ture is reasonable except for a few squares showing obvious, severe disconti- 

nuities that are thought to be the product of mechanical and timing errors in 

the tape recorder. (These errors are considered to be a direct consequence 

of the inherent inadequacies of the Kennedy 1400IR tape recorder in incremental 

read mode. The recorder was tuned to optimum alignment immediately before 

this run. In a run made approximately 50 operating hours later, far worse 

results were obtained.) 

After exhaustive efforts to obtain accurate playbacks with the digital 

image analyzer, it was decided to abandon it in favor of a CRT system. Until 

the CRT is available, we will use other display techniques. Color shading of 

digital printouts is sometimes useful. The best technique to date, however, 

employs the Cal Comp plotter, as discussed next. 

Test of plotter output 

This display technique employs the Cal Comp plotter at the computer 

center on campus. For display of the restored "R," where 6400 image points 

must be created, i hr of plotter time and about 2 min of computer time are 

required. The output cost is about $60 per restoration. 

The plotter has been programmed to create an image as an edge -to -edge 

array of 0.05- in. -sq elemental cells that contain a variable number of black 

dots and dashes. In Fig. 11 we show two gray scales of the plotter output 

levels. In the restorations to be shown, the bottom scale was used. About 
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nine gray levels are distinguishable; however, their densities are not evenly 

spaced. A restoration that is displayed by use of these levels, therefore, 

has slightly more than three bits of information per point. This is adequate 

for viewing with the unaided eye. 

Fig. 11. Gna y .P_ev ebs ob- 

tained by use 
o$ the computeh. 
pnognam SHADY. 

The gray scale, because of its large size, does not predict how well 

the plotter will work to create finely structured images. If, for example, 

the ink flow to the plotter pen is not uniform, some 0.05 -in. cells will be 

missed, others will be too dark, and so forth. As an acid test, we asked 

the plotter to create that highly structured image, the random image. This 

is shown in Fig. 12. In general the gray levels were created in accordance 

with the required values. However, there are imperfect features present- - 

spurious dark dots at the left and /or right borders of many of the 0.05 -in. 

boxes. Probably when the pen lifts from or touches upon the paper, it de- 

posits an extra droplet of ink. The ability of ink to flow without the pen - 

point touching the paper is the culprit. A ballpoint pen would be the an- 

swer to this problem, but we found that the ballpoint produces an unacceptably 

weak black level at full saturation. In actual use of the plotter display, 

the spurious dark dots were not very apparent to the visual sense as long as 

the correct pen size was used. 

Fig. 12. Teat ob ptofi.tec d.úsp.P.a.y mode. 

A nandom akkay o4 gnaw .2eve.Qís 

wa4 nequút.ed to be pnoduced 
by the pkox.tek. 
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The only important drawback to use of the plotter as a display device 

is the time and cost factor. Each 80 x80 point restoration of this report 

required 1 hr of plotter time and about $60 cost for display. At this 

rate a 500 x500 point restoration would cost about $4800 for display. For 

such runs, the CRT display device (described in Chapter II) should replace 

the plotter. 

Comparison of plotter output and playback mode 

Another test of the plotter's image- making capability is to compare 

its image with that formed by the playback apparatus when both images are 

formed from the same input. In Figs. 13a and 13b we show, respectively, the 

plotter and playback image corresponding to the defocused image "R" of Fig. 

8. The plotter version has been given a wider range of gray values (by pro- 

gram IMPROC) than in Fig. 8, so there is no basis for tonal comparisons be- 

tween Fig. 8 and Fig. 13a. However, since they have been formed from the 

same numbers, Figs. 13a and 13b are worthy of at least qualitative comparison. 

Digitized v eJU,io n o6 F.í.g .8. 

+Fig . 13a. Output bx.am 

the p.éox,ten. 

Output with Fig. 13b÷ 

.the ptayback 
appana,tu,a . 

The main fault with the plotter image is the spurious dark outline it 

gives to vertical edges of the "R." This amounts to an artificial sharpening 

of the edges, a kind of restoring process in itself. This effect, however, 

is not too serious when qualitative judgments are based on comparisons, 

since the spurious sharpening affects all displays about the same way. 

Some experimental processing using inverse filtering 

Using program IMPROC to operate on the transmittance data from Fig. 8, 

we attempted to restore the object "R" of Fig. 7. The aim of this limited 

operation was to find any remaining "bugs" in IMPROC. The restorations to 

be discussed here test most of the restoring options of IMPROC as of October 

1969. 
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The image to be processed, Fig. 8, is of very low contrast and can be 

improved in appearance by merely stretching its gray scale to extend from ex- 

treme white to black. This version of the image has been shown in Fig. 13a. 

Therefore, to judge the effectiveness of the processing techniques per se, 

apart from gray scale stretch, we will compare each restoration with Fig. 13a 

rather than with the original, low- contrast image. 

Direct, inverse processing 

In the first restoration, we used the raw, experimental image and spread 

function data to perform an inverse filtering of the image. The frequency 

compensation resulting from this operation was not allowed to exceed a gain 

of 5, and all MTF values less than 0.2 were attenuated to nearly 0. The re- 

sult is shown in Figs. 14 and 15. Figure 14 is the rendition by the plotter, 

and Fig. 15 is the rendition by the digital analyzer. Comparing these with 

Fig. 13a, we see a decided sharpening of the edges of the "R" as well as a 

truer rendition of the geometrical shape of the "R." Note, for example, the 

decided improvement in the shape of the black, half -moon shaped interior re- 

gion of the "R." 

Pnoce3sed ,image, on neatonat,ion, 

a.P,eow.í,ng gain ob 5:1 .in canttcaat. 

<-Fig. 14. Output bnom 
the p.eottetc. 

Output with Fig. 15.4 

the p.ea.ybach. 

appan.a,tud . 

As a drawback, we note that the vertical staff has an irregular shape. 

This is an interesting effect. It must be asked immediately if the irregular 

shape is an artifact of the restoration process, or if it has some other or- 

igin. The key to this problem lies in the following observations: To each 

major irregularity in the staff of the "R" there corresponds a nearly identi- 

cal irregularity, directly across the picture, in either the half -moon or the 

diagonal bar of the "R." However, restorations of the latter regions are in- 

dependent of those at the vertical staff since they use mutually exclusive 

sets of image data. It would be very unlikely that independent restorations 

would act in the manner described. 
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It seems more likely that we are seeing the effect of line slippage 

during acquisition of the blurred image data. Since the image was blurred, 

a slip of a few elements per line would not be noticeable in its display. 

Insofar as line slippages are concerned, then, digital restoration is a self - 

correcting process. If they are not observable in the blurred image, they 

will be in the restoration! 

As a greater refinement during restoration, we allowed contrast gains 

of 10, with a net contrast near unity for all MTF values >0.1. The restora- 

tion is shown to the far left in Fig. 16. This restoration is somewhat better 

than that of Fig. 14 (where gains of only 5 were permitted). 

Ree.tona,t,í.on Fxpen. image Object 

Fig. 16. Reston.atí.on by diheat use o¡ expen,imentat pa b. 

Inverse processing using azimuthal averaging in psf data. -- Another re- 

storing option provided by IMPROC is that of azimuthal averaging of the psf. 

This operation upon psf experimental data tends to reduce the noise present 

when the psf actually does have azimuthal symmetry. If it does not, the op- 

eration would result in a tradeoff between noise suppression and psf distor- 

tion. In our case, where defocus was tried, the psf would have azimuthal 

Fig. 17. F xp endm en.ta.0 pe 4. 
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symmetry if the experiment were perfectly performed. Actually it was not, as 

is seen in an isometric projection of the experimental psf in Fig. 17. (Here 

the psf is an equivalent exposure array.) Note how the psf values systemati- 

cally fall off from left to right, violating azimuthal symmetry. 

Despite the violation of azimuthal symmetry, we used the azimuthal av- 

eraging option to test the subroutines involved and also to see whether any 

improvement over unaveraged inverse processing (done previously) would result 

even in this nonideal case. In Fig. 18 we show the averaged psf in isometric 

projection. 

Fig. 18. A zZmu,th.a.Pty av etcag ed 

The restoring was done with contrast gains up to a value of 10. The 

net experimental -restoring MTF resulting from the processing is shown in Fig. 

19. Note the flat central region where complete compensation occurs. The 

six rings of zero amplitude are regions of zero compensation where the exper- 

imental MTF had zero amplitude because of the defocus phenomenon. 

Fig. 19. Net expendmen.tat-nutoir.í.ng MTF. 
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The actual restoring operation was performed in the frequency domain. 

This is equivalent to "deconvolving" in the space domain. The equivalent 

deconvolving psf is shown in Fig. 20. Note the regions of negative intensity, 

a well -known effect. 

Fig. 20. Connecting p.aó. 

The resulting restoration is shown in Fig. 21, at the far left. It is 

perhaps slightly better than the restoration of Fig. 16 using the nonaveraged 

psf. Thus, in this case, even though the azimuthal averaging is not strictly 

called for, it worked at least as well as did the use of the nonaveraged psf data. 

Re,atona,t,í.on Expeh. image Object 

F. 21. RestoncLt,í.on by use ab azimuthally aveJca.ged 06. 

Processing by phase compensation alone. --The preceding restoring meth- 

ods have employed inverse filtering, whereby both amplitude and phase of the 

experimental OTF are compensated. In certain cases, such as defocus or im- 

age motion, it is not necessary to compensate the amplitude to obtain a good 
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restoration (as recently shown by W. Swindell *). Correction of the phase 

alone suffices. We show in Fig. 22, far left, the restoration using this 

option. Note that there is but a small improvement over the experimental 

image. The method probably did not work very well because, as shown in Fig. 

17, the psf is not indicative of pure defocus. The line slippages, previ- 

ously mentioned, also must have degraded the restoration since they inject 

random errors of phase into the phase correction scheme. 

Rea-tona,t,i,on Expen. image Object 

Fig. 22. Reetona,t,i.on uAing phme compenea,t,í,on atone. 

Processing for a required sharpness. --In certain cases, the experimen- 

ter knows a priori that the object scene is rather smooth (for example, the 

radiance falloff at the limb of the sun) or rather sharp (for example, alpha- 

numeric characters). It would improve the quality of restoration if this ob- 

ject foreknowledge could be injected into the restoring procedure. We have 

found that this is possible. The optimum mean square restoring filter that 

constrains the restoration to a prescribed "sharpness" (defined as the mean 

squared gradient over the scene) has been found. It is simply the Wiener 

restoring filter modulated by a factor (1 + Sw2) -1, with S the input sharpness. 

If S is positive, this factor acts to attenuate high frequencies (a smoothing 

operation), while if S is negative the factor boosts high frequencies (a sharp- 

ening operation). 

We tested the use of this sharpness filter with positive values of S 

alone. As S is made to increase, the restoration would progressively become 

smoother, that is, blurred for our two -level object. In Fig. 23 we show res- 

torations for values S =10, 50, and 200. Evidently, the smoothing tendency 

is present. Interestingly, the restoration for S =10 is about the best one 

*See footnote 3, p. 1. 
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we obtained using all our restoring options. Hence, the original object "R" 

might actually have had an S value near 10. S appears to be a promising pa- 

rameter to use in restorations. 

Shanpnehd = 200 Shanpnas =50 Shcvr.pnezz =10 Expet. .image 

Fig. 23. Condtica.ined neótona#,iorV . 

Processing density values directly.- -The image and psf data used in all 

preceding restorations are "equivalent exposure" values. That is, transmit- 

tance values are the original inputs to IMPROC, but these are converted to 

exposure values before restoration takes place. The exposure values are ob- 

tained by interpolation from a table of known transmittance vs exposure val- 

ues. The table is established by developing a known array of exposure values 

along with the image and psf, which therefore obey the same sensitometry. 

Because of the great amount of extra information and labor that are re- 

quired to establish sensitometry, information that most often is lacking for 

the great majority of photographs in existence, it would be extremely useful 

to establish when the sensitometry is not required by the restoring procedure. 

Accordingly, an option in IMPROC is to restore by using transmittance data 

directly - -more precisely, by using -log10 (transmittance) values as inputs 

to the restoration schemes. We may note that -log10T is precisely the def- 

inition of photographic density, so that by this option density values are 

directly restored. 

We tested this option in combination with direct inverse filtering, 

allowing contrast gains of 10. The result is shown in Fig. 24, on the far 

left. (The computer time -limit was reached, so that only about 2/3 of the 

restoration is shown.) Surprisingly, this restoration is nearly as good as 

the best of the preceding restorations. This may be because the experimental 

image, Fig. 8, was of low contrast; that is, it had only small density vari- 

ations from a background value. In this case of small density variations, 
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it is known that image density is formed linearly from exposure (see E. H. 

Linfoot, Fourier Methods in Optical Image Evaluation, New York, Focal Press, 

1964). Therefore, density values may likewise be restored by inverse linear 

filtering. 

Re.ß-tonax,í.on Expert.. image Object 

Fig. 24. Ru-tona.tí.on .ujnon,í.ng .senh-c.tome.tic.y. 

Remarks. --All restoring options of IMPROC, as of October 1969, are 

therefore in working order. While testing these options with the defocused 

"R" case we have obtained some interesting results. These are: 

Inverse filtering works fairly well even in the presence of 
random line slippages during data acquisition. Indeed, the line 

misregistrations themselves seem to be restored. (See Fig. 16, 

for example.) 

The azimuthal averaging option works fairly well, even 
though the noiseless psf does not have azimuthal symmetry. (See 

Fig. 21.) 

Phase compensation does not work well when the image data 
suffer random misregistration (phase) error from line to line. 

(See Fig. 22.) This could have been predicted. 

Sharpness seems a useful input parameter for purposes of im- 
proving the restoration fidelity. (See Fig. 23.) 

Sensitometry may sometimes be ignored, yielding a restora- 
tion that is only slightly degraded from the best obtainable. 
(See Fig. 24.) This is probably true only in restoring very 
low contrast photos, as is true of Fig. 8. 

In the next chapter, we describe the anticipated research on image pro- 

cessing to be carried through using the digital scanner -program IMPROC com- 

bination. The plotter output (previously described) will be used to display 

those restorations that are small enough not to incur a prohibitive expense. 

All restorations will be stored on tape for future display by other means, 

such as the anticipated CRT device (see pp. 17 and 38). 
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V. FUTURE RESEARCH 

In this section we discuss the specific research problems that now 

command our attention, and outline possible approaches to their solution. 

General experimental design considerations 

A preliminary but essential question in the design of an experiment in 

digital image restoration involves the assignment of relative sizes to the 

"resolution elements" that form the original image, the sampled image, and the 

final restored image. By "resolution element," we mean the smallest area in 

the scene that can be resolved. Specifically we must delegate appropriate 

magnitudes to all of the space parameters of the experiment: 

(1) The resolution element in the experimental image transparency, 

which depends on both the lens and the film. 

(2) The proper resolution element in the restoration. 

(3) The photographic grain distribution. 

(4) The sample spacing and aperture size used in digitizing the image. 

(5) The sample size and spacing in the image display. 

In a properly designed photographic system, there are a large number of 

grains for each resolution element in the image. The cutoff frequency of the 

optics -film MTF will usually define this element. We know also, from the sam- 

pling theorem, that at least two samples per resolution element are required 

to retain the information in the photographic image. Thus, it seems appropri- 

ate to sample the transparency at a rate approximately equal to twice its cut- 

off frequency. When the aerial image is severely degraded, as with large 

image- motion or defocus errors, considerable improvement should be obtainable 

with coarser sampling; this situation permits relatively noise -free process- 

ing. If there are also positioning errors in scanning and /or display, it is 

also desirable to sample at a higher rate; in this case some of the noise may 

be smoothed by simple averaging over the number of samples corresponding to 

half the resolution element. 

To minimize the noise, the sampling aperture should be as large as pos- 

sible. Accordingly, a square aperture of dimension approximately equal to 

the sample spacing is desirable. 

The restored image could conceivably be displayed with several points 

per processed point. This would permit a continuous gray transition from one 

processed point to the next. However, it would be simpler to merely display 
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one point for each processed point but at such scale reduction that the ob- 

server does not resolve the individual processed points. This is the method 

of display used in this report. Under these circumstances, the eye -brain com- 

bination will do the needed high frequency smoothing. 

It is possible that psychophysical effects not considered in the above 

discussion may require many output points per restored point. That is, there 

may be a gain in extractable information because of viewing on a larger scale. 

Moreover (as discussed below) to treat film grain noise in an optimum manner, 

one must also specify the size of the sampling aperture relative to the grain 

dimension. Thus, although we will begin as suggested above, our experimental 

procedure will be revised somewhat as research progresses. 

Experimental philosophy: digital simulation vs real material 

There are many advantages in using digital simulation to study an ap- 

propriate model of a physical phenomenon. This is particularly true of dig- 

ital image processing, for it eliminates the experimental errors necessarily 

associated with scanning procedures and with the preparation of transparencies 

with known amounts of degradation. It also obviates the difficult problem of 

determining the spread function experimentally. 

Unfortunately, all known models of the photographic process are so ap- 

proximate as to rule out a pure simulation approach to image restoration. 

However, it seems appropriate to include such an approach in a comparative way, 

if only to provide independent checks on our digital processing schemes (by 

way of tests that do not depend on extraneous experimental errors). It is 

also likely that, with certain kinds of processing, we will be able to show 

the effective equivalence of the results with simulated and real image errors. 

If this proves true with digitally simulated noise, we will have a useful 

guide, and cross check, to the attainment of definite conclusions on the ex- 

perimentation. In particular, the relative merits of various noise - smoothing 

techniques (described below) could be evaluated. Because of these considera- 

tions, we plan to do comparative studies (simulation vs real) in our early ex- 

periments with defocus errors and image motion. Accordingly, we would compare 

the results of the following kinds of experiments: 

(1) Complete simulation.- -Scan a sharp, undegraded image at a sample 

rate that would yield an easily recognized version when played back. 
Distort it digitally, in frequency space, by multiplying its spectrum 

by the OTF corresponding to severe defocus (or image motion). Process 

the distorted digital spectrum with an inverse filter with smoothing, 
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or any other filter to be used later with real material. Display the 
result. 

(2) Partial simulation.- -Scan a real defocused image, which is on very 
fine grained film (thereby avoiding the problem of noise, for the mo- 
ment); process as above, assuming a model (a "pillbox ") for the defocus 
image blur. Display the result. 

(3) All real data. --Scan both real extended image and point image. Pro- 
cess by same method and display (as reported in Chap. IV). 

(4) Noisy images. -- Repeat all three of the above with noisy images, 
the noise being simulated in one case and real in another. Compare 
various real photographic materials with their simulations. This, of 
course, is a continuing experiment, one that we hope will lead to a 

better understanding of the characteristics of granularity as it af- 
fects image interpretation. 

Criterion for judging effectiveness of processing 

A major problem is the question of what to compare with the restoration. 

After all, the original image can be improved by simply stretching its gray 

scale, thereby obtaining higher contrast. The experimentation must therefore 

aim specifically at judging the effectiveness of inverse (or other) filter- 

ing, as distinct from the mere stretching of the image's gray scale. There- 

fore, we shall compare the final restoration with a gray -scale- enhanced ver- 

sion of the image, rather than with the low contrast image itself. 

Second, no single best criterion yet exists for judging how much a de- 

graded image has been improved by processing. On theoretical grounds, res- 

torations of the inverse filtering type (previously described) do not increase 

the Shannon information that pre- existed in the image. However, the human 

ability to extract the information in real time can be vastly improved. This 

is partly because the mean -square resemblance between image and original ob- 

ject can be improved by processing, and partly because of an unknown psycho - 

physical effect. To complicate matters, the psychophysical effect varies from 

observer to observer (as witness the extra abilities of trained photointerpreters). 

Inasmuch as research on criteria is still going on, any criterion we now 

use must be assumed to be of limited validity, and it behooves us to save the 

experimental inputs and outputs of each restoration experiment, for future re- 

evaluation. Thus, we plan to store on magnetic tape the input and output images. 

In the absence of an absolute criterion of effectiveness, it is wise to 

adopt a simple one. One simple, qualitative, subjective criterion of "improve- 

ment" is a "yes" or "no" on the psychophysical ability to recognize a given 
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object from its image and then from its processed image - -that is,a "recogni- 

tion criterion." A "no" and then "yes" indicates a successful restoration. 

A "no," "no" indicates an unsuccessful one, and a "yes," "no" indicates a de- 

cidedly unsuccessful one. An example of the use of this criterion would be 

a printed word that is severely blurred. The "yes" or "no" then indicates 

whether the print is readable. The recognition criterion could also be used 

with fine bars in a bar chart. 

Another simple "yes, no" criterion would be whether two nearly identi- 

cal objects in the scene can be discriminated from one another: blurred images 

of the letter Z and the number 2, for example. The virtue of this "discrimina- 

tion criterion" is that it is easier to decide whether two objects look differ- 

ent enough to be discriminated, than to decide whether a given object is pres- 

ent at all (the "recognition" criterion, above). This discrimination crite- 

rion could be used, for example, in a portrait case, in which two nearly iden- 

tical faces would be used. The drawback would be that two copies of each 

object type must be provided, and this tends to halve the number of repre- 

sentative objects that can be placed in the montage (see Object Scene Re- 

quirements, below). 

In summary, the "yes, no" recognition criterion will be used for judg- 

ing the restoration of characters. The "yes, no" discrimination criterion 

will be used only if it does not seriously restrict the variability of the 

object montage. 

Object scene requirements 

Because some of the operations involved in image restoration are non- 

linear, the over -all restoration quality cannot be characterized by the pro- 

cessing procedure alone. The result of an experiment depends on both the in- 

put (the object) and the processing. Hence, a processing scheme that works 

well for one type of object, say a binary one such as encountered in character 

recognition, might not work well for another type of object. It is thus im- 

perative that we attempt to generate inputs that are representative of as broad 

a range of objects as possible. Alternatively, we should do each experiment 

with at least one representative member of each object class. 

One approach is to use as an experimental object a "montage" formed from 

many different types of objects; the aim is to be representative of all con- 

ceivable object scenes. By "representative" we mean that the statistical or 

average makeup of any real -life object scene is close to that of one portion 
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of the montage. The problem then is to classify into definite groups the av- 

erage behavior of most real -life objects. The following five classifications 

of object types seem to be representative. 

A. Continuous tone, natural scenes (face portraits) 

B. Continuous tone, man -made objects (machine screws, airplanes, 

close -up) 

C. Discontinuous or random tone, natural scenes (aerial view of jungle, 

living cells, stellar phenomena) 

D. Discontinuous and random tones, man -made objects (aerial view of 

city) 

E. Discrete, nonrandom tone (bar chart, lettering). 

Ideally, we hope to include one example of each class on the one object 

montage. However, since the object can be no larger than 2 in. square (due 

to scanner instrumentation), and since the largest possible scan contains 106 

elements, there is a limit on how much object (and image) data can be digitized 

by the scanner. Thus, the more scenes we put into the montage the grosser 

will be the effective resolution thereof. Experimentation is needed to at- 

tain a useful combination of montage variability and resolution. 

Dr. P. N. Slater has made some good photos of types C, D and E, and we 

may be able to use parts of them in the montage. 

Aside from object scene "representativeness," the object montage must 

obey the particular requirements of certain experiments (described later). 

These require one or many point sources within the object, or an edge, or a 

known object. The largest bar on the bar chart (E above) would make a conven- 

ient edge. The point sources can be provided by making pinholes in one or more 

regions of the montage. The known object could be one of the letters used to 

satisfy requirement E. 

Another experiment requires an uncorrelated, random object distribution 

(the spread function is then determined as the cross correlation between the 

random object and its image). We note that Fig. 12, constructed with the 

plotter output, is precisely this object. Hence, Fig. 12 should be included 

in the object montage. 

To be photometrically representative of objects, the object montage 

should be fine grained and developed to a gamma of unity. Then all trans- 

mittance values in the montage will be linear with the radiance or brightness 

of the actual objects. 
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Film and development requirements for the image 

Many questions on restoration of photographs concern properties of the 

film and development employed in the transparency to be processed: the grain 

size, contrast, gamma, etc. A direct way to satisfy these questions would be 

to obtain nine images from the object montage, using fine, medium, and coarse 

grained film and using low, medium, and high contrast. Then each processing 

experiment would consist of nine restorations. There would correspondingly 

be nine value judgments on the effectiveness of restoration. These would dif- 

fer only because of the different film and development characteristics in the 

image, and hopefully would answer the question of how important these charac- 

teristics are to restoration quality. They would also determine which film 

and development procedure gives the best results for systems that include 

restoration as an integral part. 

Experiments in processing 

In this section we list those experiments that should further our under- 

standing of the merits and potentials of image processing. These experiments 

would be upon the object montage (described above), using real and /or simulated 

data, and using the nine different combinations of grain size and contrast 

just described. The criterion for effective processing would be either recog- 

nition or discrimination. Inputs and outputs will be stored on magnetic 

tape for the possible use of other criteria, as they develop. 

Experiments on accurate determination of the psf. -- Suppose the image is 

purposely degraded by defocus. One major input to IMPROC is the point spread 

function (psf). This can be measured as the image of a point in the scene. 

However, the latter may not be an accurate representation of the psf, mainly 

because of film grain noise. The following experiments can be tried, in order 

to reduce this noise problem: 

(1) Use of many point sources.- -Many point sources would be placed within 
the object scene and the measured spread functions would be numerically 
averaged. Since the ensemble average of the noise at any one point 
ought to be zero, the numerical average of the measured psf's should 
approach the actual psf as the number of point sources increases. Of 
course, for a given photograph to contain a few point images is not 
usual (except, of course, in the case of photos of stars). Thus, this 
experiment cannot establish a generally usable method of processing. 
Nevertheless, it will show how point spread noise affects the restora- 
tion, which is half of the total noise problem (the other half being 
noise in measurement of the experimental image). We expect that point 
spread noise will prove more serious than image noise. (Recall that 
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the restoration process resembles a division operation, with the spread 
function in the denominator and image in the numerator.) It will be 
interesting to see whether this suspicion is borne out. 

(2) Use of a purely mathematical model.- -The details of the experimen- 
tal psf will be completely ignored. If the image is known to be de- 
focused, for example, a mathematical model (a "pillbox ") will be used 
for the spread function. This is, of course, noiseless. The experi- 
mental spread function would be used only to establish a good estimate 
of the diameter of the "pillbox" (the extent of blur). This may be 
obtained as the average diameter along a few azimuths since the defo- 
cused spread function has radial symmetry. Observe how critical the 
restoration quality is with variation of the "pillbox" diameter. On 
theoretical grounds, it should be quite critical. (See Chapter IV.) 

(3) Averaging with azimuth. --Since defocus is radially symmetric, the 
spread function noise can be suppressed by averaging with azimuth at 
fixed values of radius. Thus, the noise spread function is replaced 
by one that increases in accuracy with radius (the center point is 

unaveraged; the first radial point is the average of four experimen- 
tal points; etc.). The computer program to carry through the averag- 
ing is already running, so this experiment can be done soon (Chap. IV). 

(4) Use of edge spread function.- -Most photographs do not contain the 
image of a point, but commojuly they contain the image of an edge. The 
derivative of an edge is a one -dimensional spread function. If the 
spread function is known to have radial symmetry (the usual assump- 
tion), it may be obtained from the one -dimensional spread function. 

It would be interesting to compare the restoration resulting 
from a spread function acquired in this manner to one resulting from 
direct use of the image of a point. The results are not expected to 
differ appreciably. Although it is difficult to obtain an accurate 
derivative from experimental and noisy data, in this particular case 
the edge has extent, and therefore many independent determinations 
of the derivative profile may be obtained. The average will suppress 
the noise. In fact, for a long enough edge, it may thus be possible 
to obtain a better representation of the spread function than by us- 
ing the noisy image of one point. 

(5) Other methods of obtaining the psf. --In the absence of a point 
source or an edge within the object scene, the presence of any known 
object can be used to establish the psf, provided the object is suf- 
ficiently isolated from other object points. It would be interesting 
to test the utility of this method. 

Another method would establish the psf from a random object dis- 
tribution. This also could be tested. 

Finally, it is possible to guess at the psf. Some types of image 
degradation are not very sensitive to the psf assumed during restoration. 

(6) Tradeoff among number of photos, grain size, and scanning aperture 
size. --If exposure is sufficient, a fine -grained film permits more ac- 
curate measurement of the psf than does a coarse -grained film. The 
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noise is physically less in the former case. However, the finer the 
grains are, the slower the film is. This suggests the following prob- 
lem: For a fixed amount of exposure and a required number of distin- 
guishable levels of the psf, which of the following situations results 
in a less noisy spread function determination? 

(a) One photo of the spread function, using all the expo- 
sure available, on as fine a grained film, and with as small 
a scanning aperture, as is permitted by the "distinguish- 
able levels" requirement. 

(b) Many independent photos of the spread function, each 
now using a fraction of the total available exposure, on 
the same fine -grained film as in (a); now necessarily the 
scanning aperture would be broader. 

(c) Many independent photos of the spread function, using 
the narrow aperture of (a); now necessarily the film must 
be faster than in (a), and hence more coarse -grained. 

Thus, the problem is to find the optimum tradeoff for noise suppres- 
sion among number of photos, grain size, and scanning aperture size. 

The same problem exists in determining the image from a scan of the 
noisy photo. This problem is one of the most important to photographic 
image processing. A definitive answer probably requires a great deal 
of laboratory and computer work. By itself this project probably would 
provide the basis for a doctoral dissertation. 

(7) Experimentation with data smoothing methods. -- Various methods exist 
for numerically smoothing noisy data. For example, there is the "five - 
point averaging technique" whereby every group of five points has the 
best (in the mean -square sense) parabola drawn through them. By such 
computer operations, the noisy spread function could be smoothed before 
use in IMPROC. These smoothing operations require some assumptions 
about how rapidly the true psf can fluctuate when scanned with a finite 
aperture. 

The same smoothing operations can be tried when retrieving the dif- 
fraction image from the noisy photographic image. 

Determination of aerial image from film image. --The question is, how 

accurately, and by what model, should the diffraction image be determined 

from the photograph? In theory, restoration by high -frequency compensa- 

tion requires a linear relation between object and image scenes. Of course 

the diffraction image is formed linearly from the object, but the photo- 

graphic image is usually formed nonlinearly (because of the nonlinearity of 

film H and D curve). 

As it presently stands, program IMPROC high - frequency compensates the 

"equivalent exposure image," which is the diffraction image inferred from 

measurement of the photographic density pattern. This equivalent image is, 
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however, only an approximation to the true diffraction image. The approxi- 

mation weakens wherever the contrast is high, which is usual in good photos. 

It would be interesting to carry out the following experiments: 

(1) See whether the photographic image, rather than the approximated 
diffraction image, can be directly processed. -- According to Linfoot's 
photographic model, this should be possible for low- contrast photos. 
If this direct processing proves useful, the difficult laboratory job 
of accurately determining the H and D film characteristics can be 
avoided. (This option was tested, and reported in Chap. IV.) 

(2) Test models other than "equivalent exposure. " --To more accurately 
retrieve the diffraction image from the photograph, the three -stage 
model due to Kelly, for example, might be tried. It would be easy to 
test any such model because all mathematical operations on image data 
are, of course,easily carried through by the computer. One difficulty 
is the possible need for extra experimental data. 

Experiments on optimized, statistical processing.--There is much lit- 

erature on optimized methods of restoring and /or smoothing signals in gen- 

eral. Many of the methods can be applied to the optical problem. This is 

a broad avenue of possible experimentation. 

One of the most fundamental such methods is the Wiener filter, a lin- 

ear processing method that degenerates to our high - frequency compensation 

scheme when noise is absent. This method is readily adaptable to image pro- 

cessing provided the required "power spectra" for signal and noise can be 

defined and found. Assuming the "equivalent exposure" image is to be pro- 

cessed, the power spectra we have to find are those of the equivalent ex- 

posure object and the equivalent exposure image noise. One way of finding 

the power spectra would be as follows: 

(1) Experimental determination of power spectra. -- Specify the set of 
object scenes that are to be processed. For example, suppose this to 
be the 26 letters of the alphabet. The narrower the set, the better 
will be the final restorations. Thus, suppose it is known that only 
vowels will be imaged. Each of the vowels will be scanned with the 
digital scanner, and the Fourier transform of each 32 x32 matrix within 
each of the vowels will be established. (IMPROC is set up to do just 
this.) This assumes the processing to later proceed from image data 
that are scanned with the same characteristics (aperture opening, sub- 
division) as used now. The aperture and subdivision also define a 32 

x 32 array of spatial frequencies. 

From all this Fourier data, we will form the arithmetic mean value 
of the modulus squared at each frequency within the 32 x32 frequency 
matrix. This is the power spectrum of the object scene, one of the 
two statistical inputs to the Wiener filter. 
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The other input is the power spectrum of noise in the diffraction 
image. For our restoration problem, this noise is caused mainly by 
grain noise in the corresponding photo. The problem is how to sepa- 
rate the noise from diffraction blur. 

One solution is to first image each object (vowel) upon very fine - 
grained film. A very bright source might now be required since this 
film is "slow." The Fourier transform of each 32 x32 array is formed 
and stored on tape for later retrieval. 

Next, the film and light source are replaced with those to be used 
later in the actual imagery. These are assumed to be coarser -grained 
and dimmer, respectively, than for the preceding measurements. The 
photo of each vowel is now once more scanned at the same points within 
each such photo as previously done. This is difficult, but possible. 
Again the Fourier transform of each 32 x32 equivalent exposure array 
is taken and stored on tape. 

The image noise at each point is now approximately the difference 
between the fine -grained and coarse -grained exposure image values at 
each scanned point. This is provided so that the different strengths 
of the two light sources are corrected for. The noise power spectrum 
may therefore be inferred from the difference between the two sets of 
tape data. 

(2) Experimentation with the Wiener filter.- -Once the object and noise 
power spectra are known, the Wiener formula may be programmed for use 
by FAST4. This is a simple matter. It would be interesting to observe 
the accuracy of the Wiener restorations as the "object class" is varied 
over the extremes from one possible object to a very wide class of ob- 
jects, such as in random aerial views of jungle. 

(3) Experimentation with optimum processing bandwidth. --In Optical 
Sciences Center Technical Report 23 we derived an expression for the 

processing bandwidth that minimizes the rms deviation between res- 
toration and original object scene. The inputs to this formula are 

the power spectra for object and noise. The formula assumes that the 

two -power spectra are flat over the optical bandwidth and that the 

processing consists of a high -frequency compensation. Since one of 

the inputs to IMPROC is directly the processing bandwidth, it would 
be a simple matter to test the idea, once the power spectra are ob- 
served to be roughly constant (as they will probably be). The method 

outlined above (No. 1), might be used to find the power spectra. 

(4) Use of more refined restoration schemes. --If the object scenes do 
not correlate and the object and noise statistics are gaussian, then 
the Wiener formula is optimum. However, object scenes are usually 
very redundant, that is, the intensity at any point correlates quite 
strongly with neighboring values. A modification of the Wiener pro- 
cessor is optimum for redundant objects. This is, once more, easy to 
program into IMPROC. The required extra input would involve the "co- 
variance matrix" for the object distribution. This may be computed 
from scans of typical members of the object class (the vowels men- 
tioned above, for instance). The extra programming required for this 
problem would not be extensive although the required computer time 
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would be great if enough points are tested for covariance. However, 

the price is probably well spent considering the resulting enhance- 

ment to be expected in the restoration. 

Attempts at extrapolating beyond the optical bandpass. - -We now know 

that it is theoretically possible to extrapolate to object spectral values 

beyond the optical bandpass, using object spectral values inside the bandpass 

(see Technical Report 18). The extent to which this is possible, that is, 

the largest frequency to which we can extrapolate, depends on the degree of 

noise present in the image. To our knowledge, no one has yet tried to exper- 

imentally carry through such extrapolation. This should not be too difficult 

using IMPROC. A subroutine could be written that determines successive de- 

rivatives of object spectrum at any one frequency, based upon knowledge of 

the neighboring object spectral values (these have previously been found by 

IMPROC). Then, use of ordinary Taylor series would carry the extrapolation 

out to a required frequency. 

It should be noted that previous estimates (for example, G. J. Buck 

and J. J. Gustincic, "Resolution Limitations of a Finite Aperture," IEEE 

Trans. Ant. Prop. AP- 15(3):376 -381, 1967) of the sensitivity to noise of any 

extrapolation process have assumed the worst possible noise to be present: 

flat, uncorrelated, and gaussian. Photographic noise is, on the other hand, 

decidedly correlated from point to point. Therefore, these previous esti- 

mates (which were not based on experimentation) are overly pessimistic as to 

the sensitivity of the extrapolation process. We predict that extrapolation 

by small but significant amounts beyond the optical bandpass will prove pos- 

sible when fine -grained films can be used. 

KSH,MWS/mjb 
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